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PREFACE

There is an empty chair in front of me. If I told you that this chair
determines what I can and cannot do, where would you say the power is?

WHERE IS YOUR CHAIR?

I’ve asked hundreds of people this question and everyone says:
“The power is in the chair.”
This is the most fundamental way of thinking on the planet. We think
that something outside of us determines us. We think that what we can
and cannot do is determined by some external entity; our competitors,
our spouse, our boss. We think that our power gets assigned and moved
around like pieces on a chess board, rather them realizing that the source
and pathway of power is entirely, always up to us.
I move the chair behind me: all transformation can be seen in this
fundamental shift.
Now, rather than the chair determining me, the chair is informing me. It is
a source of information. It is a conversation. Instead of the chair ruling me,
I’m in charge.
But we forget this truth, so we activate excuses to justify why we’ve given
our power over to someone else. Excuses that sound like this:
You know that thing you asked me to do? Yeah, well, So-and-So called,
and then I had to send an email, and my assistant was out sick, so…
I gave them my chair, and didn’t do the thing you asked.
(Translation = I had no choice but to give my power to other people or
situations. I can’t do anything but go along with outside sources.)
And it’s all one, big, fat lie.
Dismantling that lie is part of my life’s work. It’s a big part of the reason
Bickson2 exists, and the reason I wrote this book.
Transformation is only possible when we remember (and help others
remember) that power and performance is seldom determined by
external factors. Growth, inventiveness and creativity are not on the other
side of yet another fancy corporate initiative - they’re latent inside your
organization and every person within it. The power is already there.
Let’s draw it out.
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PRACTICE

YOU HAVE BUILT A FORT WITH ALL THE CHAIRS IN YOUR LIFE.
IT IS TIME TO BREAK OUT.
What are your favorite chairs?

THERE IS AN OCEAN BETWEEN
SAYING & DOING.
HERE IS YOUR OCEAN.
GET OUT YOUR PADDLE.

Where have you placed them in your life?
Look at each chair, how have you decorated it?
As long as that chair is there, what don’t you have to do?

1. ____________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________

Don’t be nice to yourself by justifying why those chairs are there.
Fundamental change starts with a no-kidding conversation with yourself it’s ok, who is going to know your having this dialogue with yourself?
That comes later.
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STORY ONE

HAVE MORE BACKGROUNDCONVERSATIONS

The current model for organizations was developed at the beginning of
the industrial revolution. We took the most creative, innovative human
beings - farmers (whose everyday job required them to deal with the most
unpredictable set of circumstances: weather, animals, crops) - placed
them in a factory and told them to only do as they were instructed. These
infinitely creative human beings were left to spend their days performing
mind-numbing tasks over and over again. That was then. Today, the world
has changed.
Right now, someone is sitting with a laptop in a remote location, focused
on creating a solution which will completely change your business model -Uber, AirBnB, Zillo. That person on their laptop is on the brink of inventing a
new way to contribute to the world -- Patagonia, Toms, Method.
Does the old model of telling people what to do, and requiring them to
perform repetitive, mind-numbing tasks have a chance?
I say, no.
We need a model for the full expression of human beings. Where will
we find this? Right where it has always been: with the human beings
themselves (aka: the rocket ships that are waiting for their fuses to be lit).
So how can we create an environment that encourages people to step into
the fullness of their creativity?
Here’s one way:
We are always having two conversations: the one that we are
comfortable having (the foreground conversation) and the one that we are
uncomfortable having (the background conversation). Which conversation
has more influence? Which conversation shapes our actions?
Yes, the background conversation.
To have a chance for our current companies “being the guy or gal with the
laptop”, we can ask the people we work with to share their background
conversations. This is a start. It’s nowhere close to what it takes, but it
is a powerful start. Over 30 years, I have seen background conversations
infuse themselves throughout traditional organizations and begin to pry
people loose from the old ideas, behaviours and business models that had
them stuck.
What else have we got in us?
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PRACTICE

From zero (not at all) to ten (all the time), how often would you say
your team or the people around you let you in on their background
conversations?
Now reflect, when they tell you their background conversations, what

REFLECT FOR A MOMENT ABOUT A
COMMITMENT THAT YOU OR YOUR
TEAM ARE WORKING ON.

happens for you? What thoughts do you have? How does it feel? What is

WHAT IS YOUR FOREGROUND
CONVERSATION ABOUT IT?

Write down the most terrible background conversations you have about

your response?
When your team or the people around you are disclosing their background
conversations, place something in your mouth that is large enough that it
prevents you from speaking, and nod your head yes.

the people you work with. (Don’t worry, you can tear this up into little
pieces afterwards.) Go ahead, write them down.
Okay, thank you. Now consider that the people you work with just did the

WHAT IS YOUR BACKGROUND
CONVERSATION ABOUT IT?

same thing.
What do you think are their background conversations about you? About
the project they are working on?
You are a human being; you have background conversations.
They are human beings (I think); they have background conversations.
Listen, and have the person speaking experience being heard. I know you
may want to respond, but put something in your mouth and listen. You will
give the person (and yourself) room to be!
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STORY TWO

A group of guys created an app to help organize podcasts. It bombed. No
one wanted it. But instead of devoting themselves to convincing the market
to like their podcast app, they decided to try something else. They called it
Twitter - and we all know where that story went.
This is something many startups do very well -- they walk into the office
each morning and ask, “So what’s our business model today?”
This isn’t about change for change’s sake. It’s an openness to new
possibilities, collaborations, even a whole new strategy. It’s about paying
attention to what your customers and the market are saying (and what
they’re saying through the things they’re not saying) and letting that insight
lead to new developments and fresh perspectives. This kind of openness
and belief in our inherent expansive capacity paves the way for innovation
and forward progress.

WHAT ELSE HAVE
WE GOT IN US?

Maybe your organization has always made X thing and sold it to Y person
for Z dollars. Today, for now, that’s who you are. But that’s not all you are.
That’s not all you’re capable of becoming. You have the capacity to reinvent,
reimagine, recreate.
When we’re not willing to see pathways to reinvention, we run the risk of
having the model we so deeply depend upon, being disrupted and reappropriated. This is essentially what most internet / software companies
have done. Airbnb has already overtaken major hotel companies in terms
of its valuation by investors, but its growth could have it outpacing them in
more concrete terms—actual guest bookings—in a few years, according to a
Barclays research report. The rooms available in 2014 jumped from 300,000
in February to a million in December, while the largest hotel company in
Europe measured by rooms, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG), had about
698,000 rooms in its portfolio. Airbnb offers more rooms than many of the
largest hotel groups in the world–Hilton, InterContinental and Marriott—
which each maintain just under 700,000 rooms. (Marriott said today at the
World Economic Forum that it expects its portfolio of hotels to surpass 1
million rooms by the end of 2015.)
But it wasn’t the technology alone that lead to that transformation. It was
the big sky thinking that arrives when we’re willing to try something new;
when we’re open to applying ourselves to more questions, instead of being
being focused on our answers..
The essence of strategy is continuing to test what is available.
What else is possible? What are we willing to imagine, create, invent?
Where could we go, that we’ve never been? What else have we got in us?
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PRACTICE

THE TWO PRINCIPLES WE ARE
ALWAYS DEALING WITH ARE:

ON ONE SIDE, YOU HAVE UNLIMITED IMAGINATIVE POTENTIAL.
ON THE OTHER SIDE, YOU KNOW THAT EITHER YOU OR SOMEONE
ELSE IS DISRUPTING YOUR WORLD.

“IMAGINATION IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN KNOWLEDGE.
FOR KNOWLEDGE IS LIMITED TO ALL WE NOW KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND, WHILE IMAGINATION EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
WORLD, AND ALL THERE EVER WILL BE TO KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND. “
- Albert Einstein
IF YOU ARE NOT DISRUPTING YOURSELF, SOMEONE
ELSE IS; YOUR FATE IS TO BE EITHER THE DISRUPTER
OR THE DISRUPTED. THERE IS NO MIDDLE GROUND.

GET TWO BLANK SHEETS OF PAPER.
CALL ONE OF THEM,
“IF I (OR MY BUSINESS) COULD CREATE ANYTHING...”
CALL THE OTHER, “WHAT COULD DISRUPT MY BUSINESS OR ME?”
A DISRUPTER FOR AMAZON, GIVEN IT IS A “DELIVERY” COMPANY,
IS UBER. MAKES US THINK.
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S T O R Y T H R EE

During an interview, I was asked to offer some suggestions to a CEO
who was struggling with the decision to fire one of her core team
members.
I gave some ideas and the interviewer stopped short. “Really? You think
she should talk to an employee like that?”
I replied, “No, I don’t think she should talk to her. I think she should talk
with her”.
When we talk to someone, we’re starting from a closed off and divided
posture. And when we’ve built up a long-term habit of talking to
people, they (whether they’re conscious of it or not) will be perpetually
guarded and hesitant around us. They’ll approach conversations with us
assuming that we think they’re wrong and need to be fixed.
Case in point: The Story of Sister Mary Alice
Sister Mary Alice is headed to the Bishop’s office with a tray of tea. As
she’s walking in, her habit catches on the doorframe and rips.
She looks down at her torn habit and says, “Oh damn”.
Then she looks up at the Bishop and says, “Oh shit, I said Oh damn.
Oh fuck, I said Oh shit!”

DO IT “WITH” PEOPLE, NOT “TO” PEOPLE

This is our most essential challenge: We think we should be different
than the way we are. We think our authentic selves are somehow
‘wrong’ and that when we let our ideas and natural responses come
forth, we’ll be judged and criticized endlessly.
When we engage with people, we make space for their background
conversations to meet ours in a meaningful, honest exchange. We
affirm that our job title doesn’t mean they should be afraid of us. We
create the spirit of openness and free-flowing dialogue that our next big
innovative steps require.
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PRACTICE

FOR THE NEXT WEEK, MONTH, YEAR
OR LIFETIME, IN EVERY CONVERSATION
YOU HAVE, ASK THE QUESTION:
“WHEN I SAY THAT,
WHAT DO YOU HEAR?”

YOU WILL BEGIN TO SEE THAT PEOPLE
HEAR YOUR WORDS IN A COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT WAY THAN YOU SOMETIMES
INTEND.
YOU ARE IN A DANCE.

YOU MAY HAVE TO ASK THIS SEVERAL
TIMES.
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STORY FOUR

During Magellan’s around-the-world trip, he anchored on the west coast
of South America, to restock his supplies. People that lived on the west
coast of South America came down to the beach to meet him. After a
bit of back-and-forth, they figured out a way to communicate.
The local People asked, “How’d you get here?”

AFTER EVERY
BREAKTHROUGH,
IT’S “OF COURSE!”

Standing out on the beach looking out into the harbor Magellan said,
“On those ships”
The local People asked him, “What ships?”
Magellan realized that the people in South America had the same eyes
as he did, but they didn’t see what he saw. So he had the wherewithal
to understand, “Oh! I need to create the idea of ships for them”.
Ships didn’t exist for these people. They had no concept of what a
ship was, so they literally couldn’t see them, even though they were
anchored just offshore.
Magellan had to create the idea of ‘ship’ in their imagination first, so
that they could look out into the harbor, and say “Of course, ships!”.
Unfortunately too much of what we call management is walking
around shouting, “Ships! I hired you to see ships! Why aren’t you
seeing the ships?!”
When we’re passionate about something, our job is to create and
model the vision, so vividly and consistently, that others see it,
understand it and then act in alignment with it. If we don’t create that
ultra-clear vision for our team, suppliers, and customers, chances are
good that their unique life experiences and personal narrative will fuse
together a different vision. And whether the variation between our
visions is massive or tiny, it only takes one small hole to eventually sink
a ship.
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PRACTICE

LIKE MAGELLAN,
YOU ARE STANDING ON THE BEACH.

YOU HAVE ALREADY ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS OVER AND

PEOPLE ARE ASKING YOU,

WHAT ARE THE “SHIPS” YOU ARE SEEING THAT YOU WANT

“WHERE ARE YOU COMING FROM?”

ASK THEM, “WHAT ARE YOU SEEING?”

“WHERE ARE YOU GOING?”

OVER. BUT THEY KEEP ASKING, “WHERE ARE YOU COMING FROM?
WHERE ARE YOU GOING?”

OTHERS TO SEE?

ASK, “WHEN I SAY _____________, WHAT DO YOU HEAR?”
HOW CAN YOU DESCRIBE WHAT YOU ARE SEEING, WHAT YOU
ARE COMMITTED TO, IN A WAY THAT MAKES OTHERS SEE IT AND
COMPELS THEM TO WORK WITH YOU TO ACCOMPLISH IT.
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STORY FIVE

TRY THIS QUESTION:
WHAT’S YOUR WORLD LOOKING LIKE?

I walked around the corner from the coffee shop I’d been working in all
morning. I sat on a wooden bench, just off Commercial Drive and began
to dial my client’s number.
What did my meeting prep look like? I had my notebook, a pen, my
favorite yellow Raybans, and absolutely no idea what we were about to
talk about.
We hadn’t planned our conversation ahead of time. We had no agenda.
Anything was possible. A lot of my client calls start this way.
Many of us were taught to build complex agendas for our meetings.
We have meetings about creating the agenda for the meeting. We plan
what we’re going to talk about days, weeks, even months ahead of
time, and invariably, our planning discussions begin to heavily inform
the tone and direction of that future conversation, long before we
actually have it.
What might happen instead if, on occasion, there was no pre-planned
itinerary and schedule of events?
What if you just walked into the room, or stepped up to their cubicle,
and asked, “What’s your world looking like?”
We support each other best when we’re committed to listening closely,
powerfully, and openly, for the sole purpose of figuring out how we can
reach in and contribute.
Open-ended questions and the wide open space of an agenda-less
agenda make room for the most relevant and meaningful conversations,
the ones that move our work and our selves toward the future we’re
committed to.
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PRACTICE

IN YOUR NEXT CONVERSATION
WITH OTHERS OR WITH YOURSELF,
BE WILLING TO HONOUR THE
DISCOMFORT OF THE SILENCE
THAT ARISE WHEN YOU DO NOT
KNOW WHAT IS NEXT, WHERE THE
DISCUSSION IS GOING OR WHAT YOU
ARE SUPPOSED TO SAY.

BE WILLING TO ASK WHAT IS NEEDED
WITHOUT GIVING IN TO THE URGE TO
THINK YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO KNOW.
PRY YOURSELF AWAY FROM BEING
ATTACHED TO A PARTICULAR OUTCOME,
WHILE BEING AWARE THAT AN
INCREDIBLE OUTCOME IS POSSIBLE.
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STORY SIX

Whether through a formal mentoring program or a series of casual
conversations, at some point in your career, you’re probably going to
find yourself coaching or guiding a colleague or a fresh-faced newbie.
Here are four of the coaching principles that I share with my clients
when we start working together:
1. Own your own development. You are responsible for your growth.
I’m your wingman.
2. Leaders benefit most from a thinking partner, not a drill
sergeant. I like to joke (okay, half-joke) that I’m usually the smartest
guy in the room. Truth is, I’m rarely the smartest guy in the room, but
often, I am the best question-asker in the room. I’m committed to
deep listening, the questions that follow it, and the transformation that
totally honest conversations make possible. My friend Danielle LaPorte
describes me ‘energetic adjustments through engaged listening 20%
intuition 80% listening.
3. Transformation is a process, not an event. I don’t jive with a
transactional approach to coaching / consulting - X dollars for Y result.
That’s like trying to paint a rainbow with only black and white paint.
Good luck. Producing meaningful change is the whole point of our work;
and this emerges in time as a process not as a fluke: ah-ha moment.
4. Commit to being committed. My definition of commitment = Doing
what you said you’d do, long after the mood you said it in has passed.
The enthusiasm (or sometimes, desperation) that moves someone to
work with me usually creates a powerful start, but true commitment
means staying the course, even when difficult conversations and
tough choices are on the table. When you’re serious about #1, you’re
committed to being committed.

MY COACHING PRINCIPLES. GO AHEAD, USE THEM.
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PRACTICE

THE PARABLE OF THE TRAPEZE
Turning the Fear of Transformation into the Transformation of Fear
Sometimes I feel that life is a series of trapeze swings. I am either hanging
onto a trapeze bar swinging along, or, for a few moments, I am hurtling
across space to the next one.

CREATE THE GAP,
HONOUR THE GAP,
DISCOVER THE GAP,
HAVE PEOPLE SAY THE GAP,
STEP INTO THE GAP.
WHAT THE HELL IS A GAP?
READ THIS ->

Most of the time, I’m hanging on for dear life to my trapeze bar of the
moment. It carries me along at a certain steady rate of swing and I have
the feeling that I am in control. I know most of the questions and even
some of the answers.
But every once in a while, as I am merrily (or not so merrily) swinging
along, I look ahead of me into the distance and what do I see? I see
another trapeze bar swinging towards me. It’s empty and I know, in that
place in me that I know, that this new trapeze bar has my name on it. It
is my next step, my growth, my aliveness coming at me. In my heart of
hearts, I know that, for me to grow, I must release my grip on this present
well-known bar and move on.
Each time that happens to me, I hope (no, I pray) that I won’t have to let
go of my old bar completely before I grab the new one. But in my knowing
place, I realize I must totally release my grasp on my old bar and, for some
moment in time, I must hurtle across space.
Each time, I am filled with terror. It doesn’t matter that in all my previous
hurtles across the void of unknowing, I have always made it. I am still
afraid that I will miss, that I will be crushed on unseen rocks in the
bottomless chasm between bars. I do it anyway. Perhaps this is the
essence of what mystics call the faith experience. No guarantees, no
net, no insurance policy, but you do it anyway because somehow to keep
hanging on that old bar is no longer an option. So, for an eternity that can
last a microsecond or a thousand lifetimes, I soar across the dark void of
“the past is gone, the future is not yet here.” It’s called “transition.” I have
come to believe that this transition is the only place where real change
occurs. I mean real change, not the pseudo-change that lasts only until the
next time my old buttons get pushed.
Ask yourself or the person you are coaching, “What is the bar you are
holding onto? What is the bar swinging toward you?” There’s the gap.
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STORY SEVEN

2 episodes of ‘The Wire’ refer to “soft eyes”.
The show’s characters use this phrase to suggest that hard eyes,
because they’re focused mainly on surface pieces, are limited in what
they can perceive. Soft eyes, on the other hand, are more flexible and
therefore able to perceive additional layers and dimensions.
Hat tip to The Wire for that. I suggest “soft eyes” to my clients in a less
poetic context.
I tell them and myself: Literally, soften your eyes.
Relax your eye sockets. Let your tightened, “serious” face take a
breath. In your eyes, ease up.
When you’re engaging with someone and you’ve got soft eyes, the
message your eyes send is “I’m with you”.
Even if you’re firing them, challenging their assumptions, or delivering
bad news, soft eyes are a powerful non-verbal cue that creates a felt
sense of connection, instead of separateness and judgement.
Soft eyes say “I’m disagreeing with your logic, not your worthiness.”
Soft eyes say “Yes, I’m the bearer of bad news. I’m sorry.”
Soft eyes say “You deserve my full attention. Here, you have it.”
Soft eyes convey love.
Body language supplements our spoken words with compassion
and connection, which makes it possible for the most important
conversations to unfold without anyone personalizing the situation, and
everyone walking away feeling known and respected.

THE WIRE AND I AGREE ON THIS:
SOFT EYES
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PRACTICE

WE GO TO THE GYM TO STRENGTHEN
OUR BODIES. WE GO TO THE DENTIST
SO WHEN WE SMILE, OUR TEETH
LOOK NICE. WE BUY CLOTHES SO WE
FEEL GOOD ABOUT WHAT WE ARE
WEARING.

OUR SCARY WORLD HAS HARDENED OUR EYES, MAKING
THEM SUSPICIOUS, WORRIED, AFRAID, GLOSSED OVER,
DISCONNECTED AND DISINTERESTED.

PEOPLE ARE READING YOUR EYES.
WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?
OPEN YOUR EYES, THEN OPEN THEM SOME MORE. STAY WITH

NEW EXERCISE:
SOFTEN YOUR EYES.

YOUR GAZE. CONNECT WITH THE OTHER EYES. THEY WILL
LOOK AWAY AT FIRST. YOU DON’T HAVE TO STARE, JUST AS
LONG AS YOUR EYES ARE SOFT.
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STORY EIGHT

ALICE + GEORGE
PART I

In one of her TED Talks, Margaret Heffernan tells the story of Alice
Stewart, an epidemiologist, who was (in her day) the youngest Fellow to
be elected to the Royal College of Physicians.
Alice discovered that spikes in childhood cancer rates were directly
linked to mothers receiving x-rays while pregnant. But instead of wildly
cheering Alice as she raced to publish her findings, her statistician,
George Kneale, was immediately skeptical.
Alice wanted to socialize and chat up her findings at medical
conferences, while George was a recluse who preferred numbers
to people. While Alice was certain that her initial findings were solid,
George didn’t trust a theory until he’d beaten it with a stick, fourteen
times.
He challenged her models, statistics, and used different methods of
crunching her data, looking for a way to disprove her. Trying to discredit
her was actually a loving effort towards making her a stronger and more
eloquent advocate for her findings, and ensuring her research was easily
verifiable by any source. His predisposition for doubt and questioning his
colleague’s logic actually strengthened their team.
Alice and George illustrate my #1 hiring suggestion: Look for…not you.
Yes, it’s uncomfortable. I know. And… there’s just no way around it.
Once we’re all aligned with the same core vision, our ability to create
that future we’re all dreaming of is greatly enhanced. Especially when
we’re working with people who think and work differently than we do.
When the way they look at an issue, the way they approach problemsolving, is inherently dissimilar to our approach, that diversity increases
the possibilities available to us.
Just as Alice found, working with people who are not like you leads to
a deeper understanding of your industry/product/results capacity that
critics just can’t dispute.
Assuming you’re on board with the concept in Part I...
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PRACTICE

HAVE YOU OR YOUR ORGANIZATION
ESTABLISHED AN IMMUNE SYSTEM
THAT REJECTS PEOPLE OR IDEAS
THAT ARE HARD TO LISTEN TO?
LISTENING IS HAVING THE PERSON
SPEAKING EXPERIENCE BEING HEARD.

AS STEVE JOBS OBSERVED:
“MY MODEL FOR BUSINESS IS THE BEATLES: THEY
WERE FOUR GUYS THAT KEPT EACH OTHER’S NEGATIVE
TENDENCIES IN CHECK; THEY BALANCED EACH OTHER.
AND THE TOTAL WAS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF THE
PARTS. GREAT THINGS IN BUSINESS ARE NOT DONE BY ONE
PERSON, THEY ARE DONE BY A TEAM OF PEOPLE.”
ARE YOU PAUL?
WHO ARE GEORGE, JOHN AND RINGO IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION?
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STORY NINE

ALICE + GEORGE
PART II

The Alice + George combo worked so well because they shared a
similar orientation to conflict.
For them, conflict did not mean they lacked respect or appreciation for
each other’s work. On the contrary, the necessity of conflict proved
that they respected and appreciated each other.
George saw as his job conflict around Alice’s theories, not because he
genuinely wanted her to be wrong, but because he wanted her position
to be that much stronger when she presented her findings to the
medical establishment.
Their conflict was an act of love. Conflict was evidence that they cared
deeply about their work, and each other’s role in it.
Their conflict was a form of THINKING. When Alice reached a
conclusion, George immediately tried to refute it. Sometimes, he
was successful. This caused Alice to go back to square one and make
adjustments that refined and strengthened her theory. Their back and
forth disagreements and arguments were a form of mental processing
and polishing that made their work far more compelling.
The trick? Don’t take it personally.
Conflict doesn’t mean you’re not smart. Conflict doesn’t mean you’re
not liked or respected by your team. Most of the time, conflict is not
personal.
When we don’t personalize the questions or challenges from our
colleagues, and instead, we see them purely as opportunities to
make the work sharper and clearer, we can actually be grateful for the
conflict, because we see how it’s making us stronger.
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PRACTICE

WHATEVER YOU CAN BE WITH
ALLOWS YOU TO BE.

MILES DAVIS COULD “BE” WITH THE CHORDS THAT HERBIE

MASTERY IS OPENING UP
WHAT YOU CAN BE WITH.

THIS ALLOWED HIM TO CREATE GREAT JAZZ.

HANCOCK PLAYED, EVEN WHEN HANCOCK THOUGHT THEY
WERE MISTAKES.

WHAT ARE THE CHORDS YOU ARE LISTENING TO THAT YOU
THINK ARE MISTAKES, BUT THAT YOU COULD REINTERPRET
INTO SOMETHING GREAT?
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STORY TEN

Living in Seattle many years ago, I was driving my son, Joe, to the mall
to buy some Pokemon cards. On the way, I stopped to pick up some
documents from a client’s office. The client was a hospital.
Joe asked me, “Do you work in a hospital?”.
“Yeah, I do.”
“So you’re like a doctor?”
“No, I work with the people who run the hospital.”
“So what do you do?”

GROWNUPS USE
WORDS, INSTEAD
OF FISTS

At the time, Joe was in Seattle’s Second Step program, which teaches
kids social-emotional skills, so they can relate better. I told him I helped
grownups just like Second Step helped kids.
Joe thought about it for a second and then said, “You mean they hit
each other?”
“Yeah, but they do it in a different way. They use words, instead of
fists.”
Most organizations might balk at this suggestion, but let’s go with it for
a moment:
It’s easy for me to say, as I did on the previous page, that we shouldn’t
take conflict personally. Truth is, these are our lives we’re talking
about. Of course it’s personal. We’ve all got egos and feelings and
one curt email or snarky comment in a meeting could taint a working
relationship for weeks, months, or even longer.
Our work as leaders is to be self-aware enough to notice when the
creative collaboration and openness we all desire is actively interfered
by our humanness.
Our job isn’t to remove that humanness. God, no! Frankly, we need
more of it, but to examine and engage with it thoughtfully, so that our
individual emotional responses don’t cloud the collective experience of
our organization.
Some of my favorite books on this subject are in the Resources section
at the back.
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EVERY ORGANIZATION HAS POWER DYNAMICS.

FIRST, WHERE DO YOU FIT IN THE HIERARCHY?

HOWEVER, WE DO NOT WALK AROUND WEARING SIGNS

EVEN THOUGH THERE IS A MOVEMENT TOWARDS

SAYING “ARISTOCRAT”, “MIDDLE MANAGER”, OR “PEON.”

DEMOCRATIZING ORGANIZATIONS, MANY VESTIGES OF

ON THE SIGNS IT WOULD SAY THE PRESCRIBED BEHAVIOURS

STRATIFIED THINKING AND BEHAVIOUR REMAIN.

AND RULES FOR EACH CATEGORY THAT HAVE US ACTING
THE WAY WE DO.

HOW DO YOU RELATE TO THE PEOPLE ON OTHER LEVELS
OF THE ORGANIZATION?

INSTEAD, IT APPEARS TO BE MUCH MORE SUBTLE.
HOW MUCH OF YOUR CONDUCT IS SHAPED BY THESE
WHAT IS THERE TO DO?

NARRATIVES, WHICH BLOCK YOU FROM EXPRESSING
YOURSELF HONESTLY AND OTHERS FROM EXPRESSING
THEMSELVES HONESTLY WITH YOU?
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STORY ELEVEN

Several of my clients call me The Alignment Guy, because we meet on
projects where different cultures and working styles aren’t aligning and,
as a result, progress is stalled. I help them get things back on track.

INVEST ON THE OUTSIDE

This is how I met Sam. He was running a Singaporean company that was
contracting with my client. I liked him. He is seriously committed to his
own development. He saw the value of of work together and scheduled
meetings that we could powerfully move things forward fast. His
optimism is contagious.
After Sam left Singapore, now technically “unemployed” while looking
for his next company, we stayed in touch. I helped him process his
unexpected departure from the Singapore team, reflect on his passions
and what he wanted to build next. He wasn’t paying me for coaching
sessions. No promises were made. I called him, asked questions, and
offered feedback because… I wanted to. Kindness. Love. Well wishes.
Investing time and energy in Sam wasn’t about working an angle. I
saw a place in the universe where I might add value to a friend I found
refreshing and engaging.
Give to the people you resonate with - whether they’re inside or outside
your company.
The temptation is to devote ourselves exclusively to the folks on the
same payroll as us. Water the grass where you live, right? Most of us
have enough in the glass to water other grasses too, though. I say: Do it.
Partly, this is about social conscientiousness. We’re sharing the planet at
the same time. Hoarding our best selves instead of helping each other
is a selfish way to relate to humanity. We’re here for generosity and
contribution.
In addition, this kind of investment is about upping the innovation
quotient. When the more experienced ones of us share what we’ve
learned, we help others leapfrog their way to bigger and brighter ideas
and output. This makes our industries tighter and stronger. This makes for
more responsible, thoughtful leaders, which obviously has far reaching
implications for our planet.
Long story short: investing on the outside is a win-win.
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ONE OF MY CLIENTS GAVE CUSTOMERS A LOONIE (A CANADIAN
DOLLAR COIN) IN A TINY BAG WITH A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS
ENCOURAGING THEM TO “PAY IT FORWARD.” THEY COULD USE
IT TO PAY FOR SOMEONE’S PARKING, HAND IT TO A HOMELESS
PERSON, OR KEEP IT AS A REMINDER TO GIVE BACK.
MOST OF YOU WHO ARE READING THIS BOOK HAVE WON THE

HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
UNIQUE GIFTS AND PRESENCE
TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE PEOPLE,
ORGANIZATIONS, AND MOVEMENTS
AROUND YOU?

GENETIC LOTTERY. YOU ARE PROBABLY LIVING IN A TIME AND
A PLACE WHERE YOUR SURVIVAL AND BASIC NEEDS ARE NOT

IF YOU CAN HELP END HUNGER OR POVERTY, DO IT. OR MAYBE

THREATENED EVERY DAY—EVEN THOUGH I KNOW IT CAN

YOU CAN SIMPLY LET THE PERSON WITH FEWER ITEMS GO

OCCASIONALLY FEEL THAT WAY.

AHEAD OF YOU IN LINE. THEY BOTH WORK.
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STORY TWELVE

Here’s a common scenario: a consultant comes in and does a
“program”. Everyone’s excited. There’s a new buzz in the office. This is
the beginning of a new era! Woo!
6 weeks later, we’re back to square one. Most people have forgotten
the consultant’s name, much less the principles of their program.
Why does this happen?
Maturity commits to the long game.
Changing communication norms in your company, adjusting the way
your team responds to conflicting opinions, creating a collective
agreement on what the word ‘urgent’ actually means, these are
not one-time events. These issues are not ‘fixed’ in an afternoon of
Powerpoint slides and sliced cantaloupe.
Transformation is a process, not a single transaction.
If you don’t have the patience for the process, don’t waste your
money. Reading this book or having a powerful session with a talented
consultant is just the beginning, the very beginning.
Following up with team leaders and together, figuring out ways to
model and re-instill these ideas over time is the hard and necessary
work of sustainable organizational change. When we approach our
development as a process and not a one-off occurrence, we’re able to
translate our great ideas into real behaviors and real work - the kind that
actually lasts.
It’s a long game.

PLAY THE LONG GAME OR DON’T PLAY
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“IF—”is a poem by british nobel laureate rudyard kipling, written in 1895.

IF —

FASTER. BETTER. NOW.
FASTER. BETTER. NOW.
THESE MESSAGES BOMBARD US ALMOST EVERY MOMENT. NO,
I DON’T WANT TO WAIT FOR MY FILES TO DOWNLOAD. I DON’T
WANT TO WAIT ON THE CUSTOMER SERVICE LINE LISTENING
TO WHAT ELSE I SHOULD PURCHASE FROM THIS COMPANY.
TALK TO ME NOW!
WHEN IT COMES TO SHIFTING AN ORGANIZATION’S
PERSPECTIVE, WHICH MEANS THE PEOPLE IN THE
ORGANIZATION, THE INSIGHT OR FLASH OF UNDERSTANDING
ALSO OCCURS INSTANTANEOUSLY. BUT IT TAKES TIME TO
REALIGN OUR BEHAVIORS, SYSTEMS, AND OFFERINGS WITH
THAT FLASH.

if you can keep your head when all about you
are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
if you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
but make allowance for their doubting too;
if you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
and yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise:
if you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
if you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;
if you can meet with triumph and disaster
and treat those two impostors just the same;
if you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
and stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools:
if you can make one heap of all your winnings
and risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
and lose, and start again at your beginnings
and never breathe a word about your loss;
if you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
to serve your turn long after they are gone,
and so hold on when there is nothing in you
except the will which says to them: “hold on!”
if you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
or walk with kings—nor lose the common touch,
if neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
if all men count with you, but none too much;
if you can fill the unforgiving minute
with sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
yours is the earth and everything that’s in it,
and—which is more—you’ll be a man, my son.
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STORY THIRTEEN

I worked with Guinness for 2 years. At the beginning, we created some
rules. One rule was that when you came up with an idea, you had to
share it. The entire team had to commit to actively engaging in and
exploring that idea, fully and seriously. Every idea.
In one of our brainstorming sessions, someone blurted out, “Why don’t
we just brew it in half the time?”
The brew master quickly piped up, “Can’t be done. It wouldn’t be a
Guinness.”

DITCH THE QUICK ‘NO’.

Then Managing Director, Brian Baldock, said, “Hold on. Remember the
rule. Let’s explore it.”
So they did it; they revised their process to brew Guinness in half the
time. In round after round of blind taste tests, the brew master picked
the one that was brewed in half the time as the “true” Guinness.
This change meant that Guinness was able to cut their production cycle
in HALF. Imagine what that would mean for your company...
A quick “no” shuts down possibilities-the microscopic kind that don’t
look like much initially, but actually have the potential to fuel major
innovative shifts if they are nurtured and properly attended to.
When we welcome supposedly impossible or unrealistic ideas (and
eliminate the cynicism that would impulsively negate those ideas)
transformation is not only possible, but probable.
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“YES, AND...” IS A RULE-OF-THUMB RESPONSE IN
IMPROVISATIONAL COMEDY THAT SUGGESTS A PARTICIPANT
SHOULD ACCEPT WHAT ANOTHER PERSON HAS STATED (“YES”)
AND THEN EXPAND ON THAT LINE OF THINKING (“AND”).
“YES”

FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR HOURS—
MAKE IT A WEEK IF YOU CAN—SIMPLY
NOTE ALL THE TIMES YOU SAY “NO.”

THE “YES” PORTION OF THE RULE ENCOURAGES THE
ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS ADDED BY OTHERS.
PARTICIPANTS IN AN IMPROVISATION ARE ENCOURAGED
“TO AGREE TO THE BASIC SITUATION AND SET-UP.” THUS,
“BY SAYING YES, WE ACCEPT THE REALITY CREATED BY OUR

NOW, SAY, “YES, AND…”

PARTNERS AND BEGIN THE COLLABORATIVE PROCESS.”[1]
“AND…”
IN ADDITION TO ACCEPTING THE PREMISES OFFERED BY
OTHERS, A PARTICIPANT IN AN IMPROVISATION IS EXPECTED
TO ADD NEW INFORMATION TO THE NARRATIVE. HENCE THE
PHRASE, “YES, AND!”
YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO DO IMPROV, RIGHT?
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STORY FOURTEEN

After working with Guinness for 2 years, I asked Brian Baldock, then
Managing Director, to tell me the most valuable thing he’d received
from our time together.
Here’s what he said:

BECAUSE THIS IS
SO IMPORTANT,
I’VE GOTTA SAY IT AGAIN.

Before hiring you, when I met with my most senior people, I knew
what they were going to say before they opened their mouths. And
they knew what I was going to say back. We were just reporting.
The meetings were pointless, because I could accurately predict what
Africa would say, what England would say, Asia, Ireland, etc. I was
sitting in meetings with the most senior people in this company, and
everyone was wasting their time.
Today, 2 years later, I go into meetings with that same team and
each person begins by saying, “Brian, let me tell you my background
conversation...” All our intelligence is getting expressed.
While this is quite the glowing testimonial, I’m not sharing it here to
toot my own horn. I’m sharing it to make the point:
Background conversations work.
Generic conversations that regurgitate the same ol’ information over
and over again are neat, easy to predict and manageable and… they
suck. For you and for everyone involved.
Latent intelligence lives in our background conversations. Our “wacky”
ideas (like brewing an internationally adored stout in half the time) live
in the background.
We will find ourselves in a drastically different world if every company,
educational system and romantic relationship repeatedly asked one
another, “So, tell me, what’s your background conversation?”
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BEFORE A BASEBALL TEAM PLAYS A GAME,
IT ALWAYS DOES HITTING PRACTICE.
IF YOU ENJOY BASEBALL, HERE ARE SOME SOBERING STATISTICS.

THE ONLY RESOURCE NOT SUBJECT
TO DIMINISHING RETURNS IS
KNOWLEDGE. IT IS THE CREATION OF
KNOWLEDGE THAT WILL AFFORD AN
ORGANIZATION CONTINUED SUCCESS.
CULTIVATING OUR ABILITY TO LEARN—
LEARNING TO LEARN—IS THE SKILL
THAT IS MOST NEEDED IN OURSELVES
AND IN OUR ORGANIZATIONS IF WE
WISH TO MEET THE CHALLENGES OF
THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE.

HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR PLAYERS WHO GO ON TO PLAY NCAA
MEN’S BASEBALL: LESS THAN THREE IN 50, OR 5.6%
NCAA SENIOR PLAYERS DRAFTED BY A MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL (MLB) TEAM: LESS THAN ELEVEN IN 100, OR 10.5%
HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR PLAYERS EVENTUALLY DRAFTED BY
AN MLB TEAM: ABOUT ONE IN 200, OR 0.5%
Drafted baseball players almost always go to a minor league team.
These teams abound; there are over 150 of them, compared to thirty in
the majors. The big leagues have 750 players, yet the 2004 draft alone
took 1,500. Hence, some estimate that only one in 33 minor leaguers ever
makes it to the pros. If that’s correct, the chance of a high school player
going on to the big leagues is one in 6,600, or 0.015%. That’s roughly the
chance of a thief guessing your pin on the first try.
These 0.015% of players practice hitting before every game.
Are you practicing expressing and listening to the background
conversations in your organization?

PUT ON YOUR UNIFORM, GRAB A BAT, AND
START SPEAKING AND LISTENING.
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STORY FIFTEEN

I was sitting in LaGuardia airport, waiting for my flight back to
Vancouver. I put the fruit cup I was snacking on, on the floor between
my feet, and took a sip of my coffee. A few seconds later, I looked
down and saw a furry animal, eating from my fruit cup.
“Oh my God! New York rats are massive!” I said.
The woman sitting across from me reached down, picked up the rat and
said, “This isn’t a rat - it’s a ferret!”

“IS THIS YOUR FERRET?”

I thought, “Holy hell, she just picked that thing up!” And then, “How
can she be so sure it’s a ferret?”
As if she was reading my mind, she held it up, looked into its face and
said, “Oh yes, definitely a ferret. I have a ferret very similar to this one.”
She then started walking around, asking everyone sitting at the gate
whether the ferret belonged to them -- because it’s reasonable to
assume we all brought our ferrets to the airport with us, right?
Person after person told her, “No, not my ferret”, “Sorry, not mine”.
This was a classic experience of someone in complete denial about
what was actually happening. Slowly, reality seeped in until she was
confronted with the truth.
It was her ferret.
The ferret had crawled into her carry-on bag before she’d left the house
that morning. Her mind had gradually transitioned from “Whose ferret
is this?” to “Oh my gosh.. It’s MY ferret!”
When we’re given information that is radically different from our
current worldview, we need time to process the change, to let the
new reality settle in.
This applies to ferrets and to any kind of organizational transformation.
For example, imagine you’re telling people at every level of your
organization that they have power, that their voice matters and that you
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welcome their feedback on any subject. Let’s face facts - this
will probably bomb.
They might listen and nod thoughtfully, but deep down, they
don’t believe you. And can you blame them?
Most employed people today know that rigid power structures
that limit their access, information and impact. This is all they’ve
ever known; it’s their very definition of the corporate world. And
here you are, trying to upend their world view in an afternoon.
Your job is to hold the vision, to model it in the workplace
every day, to put your money where your mouth is. Your job is
to remain committed to this new set of ideals and make that
commitment plain as day, every day. That’s what you have to do:
stay the course.

BELIEF IS A PROCESS.

When it’s clear employees can trust this isn’t another flashy
idea, but a dependable and in-it-for-the-long-haul transition,
they’ll come on board.
Your commitment inspires alignment. Your commitment makes
space for a shared vision to take root. Your commitment helps
them realize it was their ferret all along.
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WHAT “FERRETS” ARE YOU CARRYING
AROUND ASKING PEOPLE IF THEY
BELONG TO THEM?
WHAT ARE THEIR REACTIONS?
WHAT DO THEY SAY THEY ARE SEEING?
(A RAT?)

DO YOU TRY TO FOIST THEM OFF ON
OTHER TRAVELLERS?
DO YOU NEED TO START A FACEBOOK
PAGE ON YOUR OWN FERRET
APPRECIATION SOCIETY?
HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/FREINDS4FERRETS/?FREF=NF

WHAT “FERRETS” HAVE SNUCK INTO
YOUR BAG AND NOW SURPRISE YOU?
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STORY SIXTEEN

My son, Joe, (he’s moved beyond his 7-year-old Pokemon cards) is
learning to consult with me. He was having a rough day, doubting
himself, so I sent him this text:
All you have to have in front of you is this:

FEELINGS ARE NOT
WOO-WOO.

“What most people remember about masterful consultants
is not what they say. For what they say is long gone from
people’s memory. What is enduring is how the masterful
consultant makes them feel. How we make each other feel is
what is most important of all.”
- Keith Merron
Joe is great at creating relationships. That’s why he’s going to be a
masterful consultant. Relationship mastery = feelings mastery.
The idea that emotions have no place in the workplace is archaic and
just as wrong now as it was then.
The source of performance is allowing people to be their full
selves.
What do I mean by “full selves”? Their full emotional and creative
spectrum; all of who they are.
If someone’s pissed off because their workload is unmanageable, their
feelings are not immaterial. If someone’s distracted because their wife
is going through a tough pregnancy, their feelings are not irrelevant.
If someone’s resentful because you’ve never had a one-on-one
conversation with them, their feelings matter.
Humans are feeling beings. We can’t turn that off when we put on a
blazer or step into the elevator. Our feelings are always with us. Our
feelings fuel our commitment to the company’s vision. Our feelings
guide us to new creative insights. Our feelings motivate us to give
someone a second chance, or to send a thank-you card instead of an
email.
Business is a human endeavor, which makes business a feelings
endeavor.
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN:
PLEASANT FEELINGS

DIFFICULT/UNPLEASANT FEELINGS

OPEN
UNDERSTANDING
CONFIDENT
RELIABLE
EASY
AMAZED
FREE
SYMPATHETIC
INTERESTED
SATISFIED
RECEPTIVE
ACCEPTING
KIND

HAPPY
GREAT
GAY
JOYOUS
LUCKY
FORTUNATE
DELIGHTED
OVERJOYED
GLEEFUL
THANKFUL
IMPORTANT
FESTIVE
ECSTATIC
SATISFIED
GLAD
CHEERFUL
SUNNY
MERRY
ELATED
JUBILANT

ALIVE
PLAYFUL
COURAGEOUS
ENERGETIC
LIBERATED
OPTIMISTIC
PROVOCATIVE
IMPULSIVE
FREE
FRISKY
ANIMATED
SPIRITED
THRILLED
WONDERFUL

GOOD
CALM
PEACEFUL
AT EASE
COMFORTABLE
PLEASED
ENCOURAGED
CLEVER
SURPRISED
CONTENT
QUIET
CERTAIN
RELAXED
SERENE
FREE AND EASY
BRIGHT
BLESSED
REASSURED

LOVE
LOVING
CONSIDERATE
AFFECTIONATE
SENSITIVE
TENDER
DEVOTED
ATTRACTED
PASSIONATE
ADMIRING
WARM
TOUCHED
SYMPATHETIC
CLOSE
LOVED
COMFORTED
DRAWN TOWARD

INTERESTED
CONCERNED
AFFECTED
FASCINATED
INTRIGUED
ABSORBED
INQUISITIVE
NOSY
SNOOPY
ENGROSSED
CURIOUS

POSITIVE
EAGER
KEEN
EARNEST
INTENT
ANXIOUS
INSPIRED
DETERMINED
EXCITED
ENTHUSIASTIC
BOLD
BRAVE
DARING
CHALLENGED
OPTIMISTIC
REENFORCED
CONFIDENT
HOPEFUL

STRONG
IMPULSIVE
FREE
SURE
CERTAIN
REBELLIOUS
UNIQUE
DYNAMIC
TENACIOUS
HARDY
SECURE

ANGRY
IRRITATED
ENRAGED
HOSTILE
INSULTED
SORE
ANNOYED
UPSET
HATEFUL
UNPLEASANT
OFFENDED
BITTER
AGGRESSIVE
RESENTFUL
INFLAMED
PROVOKED
INCENSED
INFURIATED
CROSS
WORKED UP
BOILING
FUMING
INDIGNANT

DEPRESSED
LOUSY
DISAPPOINTED
DISCOURAGED
ASHAMED
POWERLESS
DIMINISHED
GUILTY
DISSATISFIED
MISERABLE
DETESTABLE
REPUGNANT
DESPICABLE
DISGUSTING
ABOMINABLE
TERRIBLE
IN DESPAIR
SULKY
BAD
A SENSE OF LOSS

CONFUSED
UPSET
DOUBTFUL
UNCERTAIN
INDECISIVE
PERPLEXED
EMBARRASSED
HESITANT
SHY
STUPEFIED
DISILLUSIONED
UNBELIEVING
SKEPTICAL
DISTRUSTFUL
MISGIVING
LOST
UNSURE
UNEASY
PESSIMISTIC
TENSE

HELPLESS
INCAPABLE
ALONE
PARALYZED
FATIGUED
USELESS
INFERIOR
VULNERABLE
EMPTY
FORCED
HESITANT
DESPERATE
FRUSTRATED
DISTRESSED
WOEFUL
PATHETIC
TRAGIC
IN A STEW
DOMINATED

INDIFFERENT
INSENSITIVE
DULL
NONCHALANT
NEUTRAL
RESERVED
WEARY
BORED
PREOCCUPIED
COLD
DISINTERESTED
LIFELESS

AFRAID
FEARFUL
TERRIFIED
SUSPICIOUS
ANXIOUS
ALARMED
PANICKED
NERVOUS
SCARED
WORRIED
FRIGHTENED
TIMID
SHAKY
RESTLESS
DOUBTFUL
THREATENED
COWARDLY
QUAKING
MENACED
WARY

HURT
CRUSHED
TORMENTED
DEPRIVED
PAINED
TORTURED
DEJECTED
REJECTED
INJURED
OFFENDED
AFFLICTED
ACHING
VICTIMIZED
HEARTBROKEN
AGONIZED
APPALLED
HUMILIATED
WRONGED
ALIENATED

SAD
TEARFUL
SORROWFUL
PAINED
GRIEVING
ANGUISHED
DESOLATE
DESPERATE
PESSIMISTIC
UNHAPPY
LONELY
GRIEVED
MOURNFUL
DISMAYED

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEING HUMAN?
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STORY SEVENTEEN

My mother’s Freudian analyst was Dr. Kraus and my father’s was Dr.
Rest. (Everyone’s parents had their own psychoanalyst, right?)
Every night, we sat around the dinner table in our 6th floor Chicago
apartment and as the meal progressed, my parents would start to argue
about whatever the issue of the day was. And when I say argue, what I
mean is: a screaming death match of words.

DR. KRAUS + DR. REST

My father would yell out Dr. Rest’s superior opinion while my mother
shrieked out Dr. Kraus’ far more wise words. They went back and forth
like this for the entire meal.
Let me reiterate: A SCREAMING DEATH MATCH OF WORDS.
And even though we were kids, my sisters and I clearly saw how
ridiculous this was. I made funny faces to make them laugh because,
let’s face it, these adults were insane.
Maybe your parents didn’t have verbal sparring wars at the dinner
table, but we all have our own collection of nightmare experiences and
conversations; those things that happen in our homes or in the privacy
of our offices and text messages that we guard and hide anyone from
ever knowing. We think:
They’ll think I’m weird.
Knowing this about me will make them uncomfortable.
This could damage my reputation.
Our lives are full of awkward or downright painful circumstances that
we work hard to keep out of sight. All of us. That includes everyone at
the next meeting you walk into. Everyone in the elevator. Everyone on
your flight. Everyone, including you.
When we remember this, we tend to be more compassionate, more
sensitive. We don’t need to add a session called “Tell Me Your Darkest
Secrets” to the next company retreat; just holding the awareness that
most people are carrying heavy stuff makes a difference.
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WE HAVE ALL HAD TRAUMATIC
EXPERIENCES IN OUR LIVES.
WE WATCH MOVIES AND TV SHOWS
(LIKE SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE) THAT
TRANSFORM THESE EXPERIENCES
INTO HILARIOUS SKITS THAT
MAKE US LAUGH.

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN.
WHAT WOULD YOUR DR. KRAUS AND
DR. REST EXPERIENCE BE IF YOU
TRANSFORMED IT INTO A SATURDAY
NIGHT LIVE SKIT?
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STORY EIGHTEEN

I was 9 years old, at a birthday party, and one of the parents asked all
the kids what we wanted to be when we grew up. Billy McCarthy said
he wanted to be a neurosurgeon.
The face of every parent in the room lit up. “Wow, Billy! That’s
wonderful! Good for you!”
So when all those parents turned to me and asked what I wanted to
be when I grew up, you know exactly what I said: a neurosurgeon.
Obviously.

YOU WANT TO BE
A NEUROSURGEON,
RIGHT ?

Even at 9, I knew that all good Jews were either accountants, lawyers
or doctors, so becoming a neurosurgeon meant I would fit right in.
Mazel tov!
‘Bix the Neurosurgeon’ became my reality. I was immediately convinced I
was going to live this life. Within a few weeks, I was collecting brochures
for the best pre-med college programs. Dr. Tinsley from the 12th floor
invited me to join his practice when I left med school.
My entire sense of self revolved around my pending status as a
neurosurgeon all the way up to my Comparative Anatomy class in
sophomore year. We were dissecting a cat, apparently to help us
memorize all the muscle names, when it finally dawned on me, “I
don’t want to do this”. I walked out on the cat and on becoming a
neurosurgeon.
And while I’m grateful for that moment of clarity, look at all the
moments before it; all the years of my life I was chasing someone
else’s dream. I was so out of touch with myself that I was living a
zombie-like existence, just going through the motions, but not having a
deep understanding of WHY.
In some ways, we’re all living in projections. Some we’ve inherited
from our parents, the adults at our 9th birthday party, our first love, our
favourite (or least favourite) professor in college, our boss, etc…
What would happen if we paused the ferris wheel long enough to take
a good look around? What would happen if we stopped to examine
what the hell we’re really up to?
What the hell are you really up to?
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TAKE A TRIP ON PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION—ON A BUS,
SKYTRAIN, SUBWAY, OR FERRY.
OBSERVE OTHER PEOPLE’S FACES.
WHICH ONES ARE LIVING OUT THEIR
NINE-YEAR-OLD BIRTHDAY PARTIES?
WHICH ONES ARE CREATING THEIR
LIVES?
ON A SCALE OF ONE TO TEN, HOW IS
YOUR LIFE GOING?

BECAUSE OF THE LAST 400 YEARS OF SCIENCE, WE CAN’T
STAND ANYTHING WE’RE UNABLE TO MEASURE. IF WE START
TALKING ABOUT FORCES IN OUR LIVES THAT ARE TRYING TO
TELL US SOMETHING, ESPECIALLY IF THEY ARE TELLING US NOT
TO BE A NEUROSURGEON, IT IS JUST THAT MUCH SCARIER.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE URGES, SIGNS, DESIRES, SIGNALS,
GLIMPSES, LINES FROM SONGS, BOOKS, MAGAZINE COVERS,
PEOPLE, AND MOVIES PULLING YOU TOWARD THEM?

YOU DON’T NEED TO ABANDON
EVERYTHING—UNLESS YOU DO—AND
YOU CAN TEST THE WATERS IN THE
DIRECTION YOU ARE BEING PULLED.
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Throughout your day and at every stage of your business’ growth, these
are the key questions:

IS YOUR WORK
WORTH YOUR LIFE?

1. How does this contribute? How does this take away?
2. What is the point of my work?
3. Why does it matter?
And I’m not talking about the generic, corporate social responsibility
stock answer here. I’m talking about the rationality and heart-sense of
doing good.
Are you? Doing good?
Our work is where we spend most of our lives. Our lives are not spent
(mostly) with our families, dearest friends or on our boat fishing. Most
of our time on this planet is devoted to our work. Based on that, I’m
fairly certain we can be united on this:
Our work should be worth our lives.
Is yours?
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HOW DOES THIS CONTRIBUTE?
THROUGHOUT YOUR DAY AND AT
EVERY STAGE OF YOUR BUSINESS’S
GROWTH, THESE ARE THE KEY
QUESTIONS:

HOW DOES IT TAKE AWAY?
WHAT IS THE POINT OF MY WORK?
WHY DOES IT MATTER?
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Sir Ernest Henry Shackleton was a polar explorer and one of the
greatest leaders of the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration.
On one of his expeditions, his ship became frozen in the ice and was
eventually crushed. Shackleton and his crew (26 people) got off the ship
and lived on the ice for over a year. This was the 1900s, so they had
no way to communicate and ask for help. They had only fur and leather
to keep them warm (which means, they weren’t warm at all just not
dead). They survived on seal meat.

SHACKLETON:
BE AN OPTIMIST.

After 19 months, Shackleton realized that a rescue party wasn’t coming,
so he knew to sail to the nearest inhabited place with a few crew
members, in the hopes of returning with a larger ship to rescue his
men. Using a 22 foot lifeboat they’d recovered from their ship, he and
3 other men made the 800 mile journey to South Georgia Island, over
what is still considered to be one of the stormiest stretches of ocean in
the world.
(Let me reiterate: 4 guys in a 22 foot long boat, often battling 50 foot
waves, navigating by sextant, for over 2 weeks. Sounds like I’m making
this up, doesn’t it?)
Shackleton and his 3 lifeboat mates survived this journey and on his
third attempt retuned to rescue his men - all of them. Every single
person survived.
You’re probably thinking, “What?! Everyone survived? How?”
The temperature was basically always below 0. They were living under
an ice overhang. They had poor and inconsistent nutrition. How did all
26 men on that expedition survive living that way for almost 2 years?
OPTIMISM.
Shackleton insisted that his men keep a good attitude. And he modeled
optimistic thinking and behaviors himself, so that his men had an
example to follow. He was adamant about optimism at every stage of
their ordeal.
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For some contrast: an earlier ship had made this same journey before
Shackleton’s expedition and also got stuck in the ice. That crew
eventually couldn’t bring themselves to eat. Hysteria was rampant.
Men died of heart attacks from terror of the darkness.
Why did this other crew not survive? Because they gave up hope.
They succumbed to negative thinking. They lacked optimism.
Would your team describe you as an optimist?
How could you bring an optimistic attitude to your current projects?

OPTIMISM NULLIFIES
DISAPPOINTMENT.

And if you need another reason to stoke your optimistic fires, here it
is: Optimists are way more fun to be around. Who wants to have a
beer with a whiny complainer? Nobody.
Be the optimist.

OPTIMISM MAKES YOU
MORE READY THAN EVER.
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OPTIMISM IS NOT A MOOD, AT LEAST
NOT THE SHACKLETON KIND. IT IS A
PRACTICE—AN ACTION YOU TAKE TO
CREATE NEW HABITS. ALL PRACTICES
REQUIRE ENERGY.
HOW DO YOU WORK BEST TO
GENERATE YOUR ENERGY?

IT TAKES HIGH-PERFORMANCE ATHLETES YEARS TO LOWER
THEIR RESTING HEART RATE AND INCREASE THEIR VO2 MAX.
THERE ARE STORIES OF RUSSIAN CYCLISTS ON INDOOR
TRAINERS CYCLING FOR HOURS FACING A BLANK WALL,
PEDALING AS HARD AS THEY CAN. (I NEED A TV WITH A VIDEO
THAT CHEERS ME ON TO GO FOR AN HOUR.)

WHAT RÉGIME DO YOU USE TO BUILD
YOUR ATTITUDE SO YOU CAN COPE IN
EXTREME CIRCUMSTANCES?

WHAT ARE YOUR EBBS AND FLOWS?
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In addition to his optimism, Shackleton survived because he hired well.
When interviewing people for his crew, he looked for men who were
already dreaming about Antarctica. He wanted every member of his
crew to have a sense of wonder when surrounded by the natural world.
He wanted people who played music and had a good sense of humor.
He looked at all of their life, not just their tactical abilities.
And he did not apply this holistic hiring perspective only to the officers
and more senior crew members. Every single man on the ship was
hired for his attitude.

SHACKLETON:
HIRE FOR ATTITUDE.

Attitude trumps skill set.
It was the attitude, the disposition of each of these 26 men that kept
them alive and engaged with Shackleton’s survival plans. He knew,
when hiring them, that this kind of journey would push their physical
and psychological limits, so his emphasis was less on their sailing
qualifications and more on their mental and emotional tendencies.
Because first and foremost, survival starts on the inside.
What’s the gap between your leadership and Shackleton’s?
Shackleton knew that you can’t rely on just one strong person.
Meaningful advancement requires distributed leadership.
The strongest organizations hire so that the qualities they most value
exist throughout the whole company, not just in a few select leaders.
The ingenuity and inventiveness that’s needed cannot be limited to just
one person. It must live throughout the entire organization.
Longevity doesn’t build around the lone heroic leader.
Longevity cultivates heroic qualities in everyone.
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HERE IS SHACKLETON’S AD FOR
HIRING STAFF FOR HIS EXPLORATIONS:

NOW WRITE YOUR AD FOR YOUR
JOURNEY.

“MEN WANTED FOR HAZARDOUS
JOURNEY. LOW WAGES, BITTER
COLD, LONG HOURS OF COMPLETE
DARKNESS. SAFE RETURN DOUBTFUL.
HONOUR AND RECOGNITION IN EVENT
OF SUCCESS.”

LOOK AROUND YOU. DO LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES EXIST ONLY IN A FEW?
ISOLATE THE KEY ELEMENTS THAT THE
LEADERS POSSESS AND TEACH THEM
TO THE REST OF YOUR ORGANIZATION.
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There’s a well-known Seth Godin quote that says winners quit fast and
often. And sure, I’m all for clearing away what needs to go so you can
start fresh.
But when we glorify the ‘quit quickly’ mythos, we sometimes forget the
magical powers of… HARD WORK.
Let’s use one last Shackleton example to make this point:

SHACKLETON:
TRY AGAIN.
AND AGAIN.

After surviving on the ice for over a year, he and 3 of his crew sailed
a 22 foot lifeboat over 800 miles of raging seas, numbing cold and
bitter wind, with only a sextant. We’re talking 16 days in a boat. Their
clothes were rotting. They were sleep deprived, exhausted and probably
constantly anticipating they might capsize and die in the freezing
waters.
But he persevered and they finally got to the whaling station, where he
had to convince people that he was who he said he was, because he
was so emaciated that no one there recognized him.
Eventually, he was able to hire a ship to go rescue his crew. That ship
also froze and stuck in the ice. He returned to the whaling station and
hired a second ship. That ship also froze and stuck in the ice. The third
ship he hired got through and he was finally able to rescue his crew.
Sometimes, it’s in everyone’s best interest to scrap the project.
Turn your attention elsewhere. Start over with a new vendor. Fresh
beginnings can be clean and powerful.
But before you throw in the towel, consider whether this may be a
place to try again. And again.
Maybe what’s called for is a renewed commitment to your vision and to
your team. Maybe what’s called for is the hustle that motivates you to
throw yourself head first into your original goal - like Shackleton did.
Maybe instead of quitting, it’s time to double down.
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A COMMON THEME THAT APPEARS THROUGHOUT OUTLIERS

WITHOUT THAT ACCESS, GLADWELL STATES THAT GATES

IS THE “10,000-HOUR RULE,” WHICH IS BASED ON A STUDY

WOULD STILL BE “A HIGHLY INTELLIGENT, DRIVEN, CHARMING

BY ANDERS ERICSSON. GLADWELL CLAIMS THAT GREATNESS

PERSON AND A SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONAL,” BUT THAT HE

REQUIRES ENORMOUS TIME, USING THE BEATLES’ MUSICAL

MIGHT NOT BE WORTH US$50 BILLION.[3] HOWEVER, GLADWELL

TALENTS AND GATES’ COMPUTER SAVVY AS EXAMPLES.[3]

DOES NOT MENTION THAT GATES’ MOTHER WAS ON THE

THE BEATLES PERFORMED LIVE IN HAMBURG, GERMANY, OVER

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF IBM WITH THE PERKS THAT IMPLIED,

1,200 TIMES FROM 1960 TO 1964, AMASSING MORE THAN 10,000

AND NOT JUST THE ORDINARY DAUGHTER OF A WEALTHY

HOURS OF EXPERIENCE.

BUSINESSMAN.

GLADWELL ASSERTS THAT ALL OF THE HOURS THE BEATLES

GLADWELL EXPLAINS THAT REACHING THE 10,000-HOUR MARK,

SPENT PERFORMING SHAPED THEIR TALENT, AND QUOTES

WHICH HE CONSIDERS THE KEY TO SUCCESS IN ANY FIELD, IS

THEIR BIOGRAPHER PHILIP NORMAN AS SAYING, “BY THE TIME

SIMPLY A MATTER OF PRACTICING A SPECIFIC TASK, AND THAT

THEY RETURNED TO ENGLAND FROM HAMBURG, GERMANY,

IT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH TWENTY HOURS OF WORK A

‘THEY SOUNDED LIKE NO ONE ELSE. IT WAS THE MAKING OF

WEEK FOR TEN YEARS. HE ALSO NOTES THAT HE HIMSELF TOOK

THEM.”[3]

EXACTLY TEN YEARS TO MEET THE 10,000-HOUR RULE DURING
HIS BRIEF TENURE AT THE AMERICAN SPECTATOR AND HIS

GATES MET THE RULE WHEN HE GAINED ACCESS TO A HIGH

MORE RECENT JOB AT THE WASHINGTON POST.[2]

SCHOOL COMPUTER IN 1968 AT THE AGE OF THIRTEEN, AND
SPENT 10,000 HOURS PROGRAMMING ON IT.[3] IN OUTLIERS,
GLADWELL INTERVIEWS GATES, WHO SAYS THAT THE UNIQUE
AVAILABILITY OF A COMPUTER AT A TIME WHEN THEY WERE
NOT COMMONPLACE HELPED HIM SUCCEED.
HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/OUTLIERS_(BOOK)
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STORY TWENTY-THREE

Everyone has a hard time with this question, unless you have a
concrete profession, like ‘accountant’ or ‘lawyer’.
For most of us, every time we’re asked this question, we have to first
pause and ask ourselves, “What’s my job description today?” Our roles
are ever evolving.
The most important question to consider when someone asks you
what you do is this: What can this person hear?

HOW TO ANSWER

“SO, WHAT DO YOU DO?”

Usually, I start off by saying, “I’m a consultant”.
Then they ask, “What kind of consulting do you do?”
“I’m an organizational consultant.”
“Oh, you help people or companies get more organized!”
“No. Organizational transformation.”
“Oh. What’s that?”
What happens next depends entirely on who I’m speaking with.
Often, we believe we’re speaking into an empty vessel. We think that
people will easily take in whatever answer we give them. But human
beings are not empty vessels. Each person has their own framework,
life experience and stories that color what they’re currently capable of
perceiving. The best answer is the answer they can hear. And to
determine what they can hear, we need feedback.
The most important element of any living organism is the feedback
loop. The moment a living organism cuts off feedback, it stops receiving
the information required to continually adapt to the ever changing world.
This is true for individuals and also for organizations.
So answering the “what do you do?” question (and almost all
questions, really) is about creating an opening. Noticing how the
other person engages with that opening gives you feedback. And that
feedback is a helpful marker for guiding where you go from there.
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WHAT IS YOUR ANSWER TO
“SO, WHAT DO YOU DO?”

DO THEY GO SOMETHING LIKE:
“DO I LOOK SMART ENOUGH? I SHOULD BE ABLE TO TALK
ABOUT IT; I HAVE BEEN DOING IT FOR MORE THAN THIRTY

NOW, WHAT ARE YOUR ANSWERS TO
“SO, WHAT DO YOU DO?”

YEARS. OH NO, WHAT DOES THAT PERSON THINK ABOUT
MY PROFESSION? OH NO, WHAT DO I THINK ABOUT MY
PROFESSION? IF THEY REALLY KNEW WHAT I DO, IF I COULD
REALLY TALK ABOUT IT, WHAT WOULD THEY THINK?”

WHAT ARE YOUR BACKGROUND
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT THIS
SUBJECT?

WHAT ABOUT WHAT YOU DO FEELS UNCOMFORTABLE?

WHEN SEEKING FEEDBACK, SILENCE
IS THE MOST POWERFUL ASPECT
OF LISTENING AND PROBABLY THE
HARDEST.
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Lisa Dwan is one of the latest actors to play the role of Mouth in
Samuel Beckett’s stage play, Not I.
Here’s what that looks like: Dwan is wearing blackface, strapped into
a contraption that shows only her lips. Her mouth is lit by a single
spotlight, and she speaks at rapid speed, as Beckett instructed (“at the
speed of thought”).
What was Beckett thinking when he wrote this play? Why are there no
other actors? Why doesn’t the audience ever see her body (or any other
body parts, for that matter)?
Beckett deconstructed the story until he got down to the essence of
performance: somebody’s lips speaking words.

MASTERY= MAKE
THE CONFUSING SIMPLE.

In most plays, the bodies, the set, the props, the wardrobe, etc are
add-ons to one central truth: in this case, someone’s mouth is forming
words.
Making the simple confusing is easy.
Making the confusing simple is mastery.
People often say to me, “This meeting was valuable because you only
used 5 slides - or no slides at all.” I’m telling you this not because I’m
suggesting that the solution to all your problems is using fewer (or no)
slides. I’m telling you this to make this point: Make it as simple as
simple can be.
What is the root of what you want to say in the meeting?
What is the essential point of the email you’re writing?
This awareness transformed my consulting work. Leaving clients with a
theory or some abstract construct doesn’t actually help them in the long
run. What is most valuable is my commitment to leave them with direct
access to their power. When you distill it down, that’s the essence of
what I do.
Any conversation, any project, any undertaking of any size can enter a
zone of mastery, when you are clear on its essence, when you’ve made
it simple.
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WHAT DISTINGUISHES YOU?
WHAT DISTINGUISHES YOUR WORK?

THERE ARE TWO WORLDS:
EXPLAINING IS ONE, DISTINGUISHING
IS THE OTHER…AND THERE IS A THIRD
WORLD IN BETWEEN THEM THAT
SEPARATES THEM.

WRITE OUT WHAT YOU DO.
WRITE OUT WHAT YOU ARE ASKING OTHERS TO DO.
WRITE OUT YOUR PURPOSE IN LIFE.
WRITE OUT WHAT YOU WHAT YOU ARE COMMUNICATING.
NOW TAKE A SHARPIE AND CROSS OUT EXPLANATIONS AND
DESCRIPTIONS.
WHAT ARE JUST THE LIPS MOVING, JUST THE ESSENCE?
IS THIS WHO YOU ARE?
IS THIS YOUR COMMITMENT?

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO DISTINGUISH.
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Al Olzinger managed a Goodyear tire and rubber plant in upstate NY.
He hired my former partner Josh and me because the unions were
slashing the tires of the managers’ personal vehicles. The unions were
convinced nobody cared about them, and that there was nothing they
could do about it, so they were finding every way possible to disrupt
plant productivity.
Josh and I put this graph up in the main break room:

FINANCIAL FLOOR
(WHERE WE MAKE OR LOSE MONEY)

WHERE WE ARE

We then facilitated a discussion between the unions and the managers.
This is basically what we said:
Each person in this room has a voice. You have something to say about
the way things go around here. But you actually have to stand on your
own two feet and use that voice. Everyone in this room has a choice
about the future of this plant. If you continue slitting tires, we all know
what the future is going to look like.
Within several months, that plant became one of the most productive
turnarounds in company history.

THE CURE FOR
TROUBLEMAKERS.

Troublemakers are high energy folks (which makes them inherently
valuable), but when they don’t have a way to creatively express their
energy, it turns into trouble. Our job as leaders is to build pathways for
others to stand in the future vision with us.
But if there isn’t a clear pathway for them to invest in, people become
discouraged and either quit or… become troublemakers.
The best leaders are path makers.
How are you building a path for the people in your organization?
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YOU CAN THINK ABOUT THE
TROUBLEMAKERS AROUND YOU OR
THE TROUBLEMAKERS INSIDE YOU.
WHAT IS THE GRAPH THAT CLEARLY
DISPLAYS “WHAT IS SO?”
FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE BEGINS WITH
A PROFOUND RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
WAY IT IS.

HOW CAN YOU BEGIN TO GIVE VOICE
TO THE TROUBLEMAKERS?
INVITE THEM TO MAKE A
COMMITMENT THAT THEY CAN’T
ACCOMPLISH USING THEIR PRESENT
“STORY.”
GIVE THEM SOMETHING THAT SHOWS
YOUR TRUST IN THEM.

WHERE DO YOU (OR OTHER PEOPLE)
FEEL YOU HAVE A VOICE? OR WHERE IS
YOUR VOICE MISSING?
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Marc Maron was interviewing Keith Richards for his WTF Podcast in the
NPR offices in New York. Richards goes in, asks for a vodka and orange
juice and lights up a cigarette. He’s smoking in NPR. Because he’s Keith
Richards.
In the interview, it’s clear that his entire life has been formed around
his guitar playing. Every choice he’s made has been some kind of a
response to one singular goal: living his dream of being a professional
guitar player.

KEITH RICHARDS
IS YOUR NEW GURU.

He has genuine awe for the collaboration opportunities he’s had. He has
deep reverence for the lineage of extraordinary musicians that came
before him. He especially raved about Chuck Berry, Muddy Waters,
BB King, Robert Johnson, and Sonny Boy Williamson. He talked about
what’s required in his relationship with the band (particularly the
drummer) in order to make the quality of music he wanted to make.
It was clear that his commitment to his craft is unshakeable.
What does your commitment to your craft look like?
John Coltrane said to practice your scales 10 times, then throw that
shit away and wail. In your industry, in your company, what are your
scales? What does your ‘practice’ look like?
This is why I’m reading blogs fanatically, listening to interviews,
researching, and asking question after question. It’s because I’ve found
something I love, and that’s why I’m committed to mining its very
depths. Mining is not a one-time event; it’s a lifetime endeavor.
Are there people you should be interacting with more? Are there
commitments that have fallen by the wayside? Has ongoing learning
and development taken a back seat?
What are the scales that you need to practice, in order to be the
Keith Richards of your neck of the woods?
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WHO ARE YOUR HEROES? WHAT
MOVIES INSPIRE YOU? WHAT BOOKS
DO YOU LOVE? WHAT ARE THE THINGS
YOU GLIMPSE FROM THE SIDE OF YOUR
EYES THAT YOU NOTICE AND NEVER
QUITE KNOW WHY? WHAT COSTUMES
HAVE YOU WORN FOR HALLOWE’EN
THAT FELT MOST LIKE YOU?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, THINKING,
OR FEELING WHEN YOU ARE MOST AT
HOME WITH YOURSELF?
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Abitibi-Price Inc. was my first ever consulting client. Somehow, my
former partner and I sold them a project to ‘transform the company’.
One of my first meetings was with Ron Oberlander, head of their
largest division.
Ron was showing me a dizzying profit and loss statement (at the time,
I had no idea what a profit and loss statement was). I saw the initials
‘EBIT’ on the bottom of the document and thought, “Hmmm I wonder
what those little letters mean.” I asked Ron and he explained that it
stood for ‘Earnings before Interest and Taxes’.

WHY ARE THEY
ACTUALLY PAYING YOU?

Another person might have flipped out and assumed that if I didn’t
know what EBIT meant, I clearly had nothing to offer their company.
Thankfully, I wasn’t talking to another person. I was talking to Ron.
Ron knew that he hadn’t hired me to decode technical financial
terminology. After I got over my initial embarrassment, I quickly
understood what Ron already knew:
People don’t hire me to tell them what they already know.
They hire me to help them go beyond what they already know.
Your clients, your vendors, anyone you collaborate with, has partnered
with you because they want to uncover what else is possible. They
want a fresh perspective to help them see what they have not yet seen.
Why would they pay you to regurgitate the information they already
have access to? That’s a waste of their time and resources.
They are not paying you to look backwards. They are paying you for your
face-forward vision.
They are paying you to access what they themselves, haven’t yet
tapped.
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THIS IS WHAT I AM INVITING: YOUR
INTERACTION WITH THESE IDEAS.
WHAT WILL ALREADY HAPPEN? WHAT
IS PREDICTABLE IN YOUR JOB?
THE PREDICTABLE IS WHAT CAN BE
FORETOLD OR EXPECTED IN ADVANCE,
ESPECIALLY ON THE BASIS OF
PREVIOUS OR KNOWN BEHAVIOUR.

WHAT IS UNPREDICTABLE THAT WON’T HAPPEN
WITHOUT YOU?
HAVE A CONVERSATION WITH YOURSELF. ASK YOURSELF, “IF
I DIDN’T HAVE TO CONSIDER HOW I WOULD BE HEARD AND
WHAT REACTIONS PEOPLE MIGHT HAVE TO WHAT I SAY, WHAT
WOULD I TELL MY BOSSES, CO-WORKERS, OR EMPLOYEES?
WHAT COULD I DO THAT WOULD PUT ME FULLY IN TOUCH WITH
MY INNERMOST GIFTS AND WOULD RESONATE COMPLETELY
WITH MY DEEPEST SELF?”
HMMM.... MAYBE THAT IS WHAT THEY ARE PAYING YOU FOR.
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The worst possible thing that can happen in a paper plant is that the
paper tears.
Huge machines turn pulp into news print. It goes through huge rollers,
one after the other, until the pulp becomes a precise paper weight
and quality. If the paper tears, rethreading the rollers becomes a major
(read: expensive) interruption to performance and productivity.
After working together for 2 years, the team at Abitibi-Price asked me
to take a look at their recurring paper breakage problem. They had sent
in engineers, hired special consultants, brought all the supervisors
together, but no one could figure out why the paper was consistently
breaking.

WHO ARE YOUR
FRONT LINES?

After months of this back and forth, during a walk through the
manufacturing floor, I asked the guy running the roller machine why he
thought the paper kept breaking.
He casually said “That’s why” and pointed upwards. There was a small
hole in the ceiling and whenever it rained, water came through. It took
just one water droplet to tear the paper.
I asked him if he had an idea for how to fix it. He suggested putting
up a piece of canvas so the water would get siphoned off to the side.
(The company promptly bought a $100 piece of canvas that radically
transformed their performance.)
People on the front lines see things that those of us chatting in the
boardroom simply never see. They have a unique relationship to your
products and services, to your production cycle, and to your customers.
When the front lines are engaged, that’s when you get
transformation. They’re doing the actual work. The rest of us are just
talking.
Do you know your front lines people?
How many questions have you asked them in the last week?
Do they have access to ask you questions or offer ideas off the cuff?
Do your front lines people believe that their voice matters to you?
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WHEN THE FRONT LINES ARE
ENGAGED, THAT’S WHEN YOU GET
TRANSFORMATION. THEY’RE DOING
THE ACTUAL WORK. THE REST OF US
ARE JUST TALKING.
DO YOU KNOW YOUR FRONT-LINES
PEOPLE?

HOW MANY QUESTIONS HAVE YOU
ASKED THEM IN THE PAST WEEK?
DO THEY HAVE ACCESS TO YOU SO
THEY CAN ASK YOU QUESTIONS OR
OFFER IDEAS OFF THE CUFF?
DO YOUR FRONT-LINES PEOPLE
BELIEVE THAT THEIR VOICES MATTER
TO YOU?
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JUST TALK TO PEOPLE.

I spent a decade of my life living in a commune in the woods. (See my next
book for that story.)
For now, let’s rewind to what happened when I left the woods. I motored
my boat down to Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. I was wearing a black
and blue mackinaw logging jacket, jeans and boots. I went straight to George
Straith & Son, looking for some more ‘civilized’ clothes, even though I didn’t
have a dime to my name.
I told George Straith my story and he gave me a suit, shirts, ties, belts and
shoes. He said, “Don’t worry. I know you’ll pay me”.
X months later, I went back to Victoria and paid my bill in full. With my new
suit, I went over to Vancouver and landed an interview with Stan Green, the
General Manager of a women’s apparel firm. But Stan was concerned by the
10 year gap on my resume you know, while I was in the woods, scratching out
our survival hand logging.
So I went to the library and started reading books about management. One
article said that the best managers have varied backgrounds, so I wrote Stan a
letter (yes, in the 80s we wrote letters) explaining why my diverse background
was actually a major asset. He was intrigued by my letter and invited me back for
a second interview. A few hours later, Stan hired me as his assistant manager.
I knew nothing about sales, management, or women’s apparel. Like,NOTHING.
A month after Stan hired me, sales started to go up. He called me in and
asked what I’d done me, the guy who knew nothing about this industry.
Here’s what I’d done: I talked to the customers.
From my first day on the job, I went with the sales people on their customer
visits, and I talked to them.
How’s it going?
What do you need?
What do you think would make a difference?
How can we support you?
And then I acted on those answers. I gave them what they asked for. I made
it easier for them to do business with us. A resume packed with years of
experience will get you nowhere if you’re not willing to get in there and talk
to people. Ask questions. Care about their experience. Be interested in their
world. Just… talk.
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FORGET WORRYING ABOUT THE JOB INTERVIEW. WHAT YOU
SAY AS YOU GREET YOUR INTERVIEWER COULD BE FAR MORE
IMPORTANT. RESEARCHERS HAVE FOUND THAT THE FIRST
TWELVE WORDS A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEE UTTERS COULD
DETERMINE WHETHER THE COMPANY EXTENDS A JOB OFFER.
THIS IS BECAUSE THE FIRST IMPRESSION CREATED BY
SMALL TALK ON THE WAY TO THE INTERVIEW ROOM SHAPES
WHETHER EMPLOYERS VIEW CANDIDATES IN A POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE LIGHT. RESURGO TRUST, A CHARITY THAT
HELPS DISADVANTAGED YOUTH OBTAIN JOBS, FOUND THAT
RECRUITERS AND EMPLOYERS JUDGED PEOPLE ON THE QUALITY
OF THEIR SMALL TALK.
IT SAID PEOPLE WITHOUT PRIVILEGED BACKGROUNDS COULD

Iona ledwidge, of the charity, said: “Unlocking the secret world of the
workplace is not about being posh. It is asking simple questions such as
’how are you?’ or ’how was your weekend?’”
“It is things like how you greet the receptionist, what you say in the first
few minutes or when walking down the corridor. It is smoothing over
the gaps; a lot is social graces which (some) young people haven’t been
exposed to. Small talk is part of building confidence and communication
skills in the workplace.”
Scott hutchinson from recruitment consulting company interim partners
said that though not everyone has this skill, it could give candidates an
edge.
He added: “People are more governed by feelings rather than reason and
small talk shows you can converse. That is why middle- and upper-class
kids get more work; because they are confident. That confidence is bred
into them from an early age so they can converse with people, they are
almost taught it.”
Resurgo’s spear programme has tutored 3,000 disadvantaged sixteen- to
twenty-year-olds and has helped three-quarters of them get into work or
further training.

STRUGGLE TO MAKE THIS KIND OF CHAT EFFECTIVELY, WHICH
PUTS THEM AT A DISADVANTAGE.

READ MORE: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3416592/How-just-littlesmall-talk-job-impression-walk-interview-room-shape-employer-sees-candidate.
html#ixzz48eaysxC8
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I used to be one of the senior forum leaders for the EST personal development
training program. Each month, I flew down to San Francisco for regular
meetings with our “guru” Werner Erhard and the other forum leaders.
And in each meeting, I’d sink down into the massive conference room
chairs, staring at the pricey oil paintings on the walls and become a teensy
tiny Thumbelina whose feet could barely touch the ground. Pip squeak and
incredibly small.
The resumes, the egos, the definitive answers and certainties of the other
people in the room left me feeling entirely inadequate and riddled with self
doubt.
And I, a personal development trainer of trainers, never said a word about it
to any of my colleagues (and we hardly said a word about it to one another).
How would those meetings have unfolded differently had I spoken up?
What about telling the truth?
What about telling each other what’s really up for us?
I’ll tell you what those meetings would have been like: damn magnificent.
Our emotions, our curiosities, our wacky ideas, our doubts, our insecuritie –
this is the water we’re swimming in. Every moment of every day. All of us.
No one is exempt from this human condition.
And as long as we allow that water to remain a mystery, we are essentially
keeping our potential and possibilities at arm’s distance. Creativity and true
transformation arrive when we give ourselves room to fully acknowledge
the presence of water. Our power comes from facing what IS, not by
silencing who we are.

THAT TIME I WAS A
THUMBELINA.

It’s okay to be the way you are.
True leadership calls us to stand in the open field of our actual lived
experience, rather them pretending to be who we think we’re supposed
to be. Our true selves are where are our greatest gifts live. Who are you,
really? What’s going on for you right now? Really?
No, I mean, REALLY.
This conversation with yourself will help you achieve the future you’re
committed to. That conversation inspires your team to passionately move
into that future with you. It’s the only conversation that will do it.
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WHAT CHAIRS ARE YOU SITTING IN
WHERE YOUR FEET HARDLY TOUCH
THE GROUND?
WHERE ARE THE PLACES THAT YOU
BECOME LESS THAN YOURSELF?
THIS ISN’T SOMETHING YOU ARE
DOING. THIS IS SOMETHING DOING
YOU. WE JUST NEED TO MUSCLE
UP TO GET THROUGH IT. AND “I GOT
THROUGH IT” ISN’T SOMETHING THAT
WE WANT ON OUR GRAVESTONES.

According to wikipedia, “Thumbelina” opens with a beggar woman
giving a peasant’s wife a barleycorn in exchange for food. Once planted,
a tiny girl, thumbelina (tommelise), emerges from its flower. One night,
thumbelina, asleep in her walnut-shell cradle, is carried off by a toad
who wants the miniature maiden as a bride for her son. With the help of
friendly fish and a butterfly, thumbelina escapes the toad and her son,
and drifts on a lily pad until captured by a stag beetle who later discards
her when his friends reject her company.
Thumbelina tries to protect herself from the elements, but when winter
comes, she is in desperate straits. She is finally given shelter by an old
field mouse and tends her dwelling in gratitude. The mouse suggests
that thumbelina marry her neighbour, a mole, but thumbelina finds this
prospect repulsive because he spends all his days underground and
never sees the sun or sky. The field mouse keeps pushing thumbelina
into the marriage, saying the mole is a good match for her, and does not
listen to her protests.
At the last minute, thumbelina escapes the situation by fleeing to a
distant land with a swallow she nursed back to health during the winter.
In a sunny field of flowers, thumbelina meets a tiny flower-fairy prince
just her size and to her liking, and they wed. She receives a pair of wings
to accompany her husband on his travels from flower to flower, and a
new name, maia.
Who is trying to marry you to a mole—with whom you would never see
the light of day?
Who can you nurse back to health and involve in your escape?
What are the wings you need in your travels?
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Change occurs in one of two ways. The first way is Emergency.
Something intervenes and makes us see the world differently. The
impetus comes from outside. Remember the “Oh my god, this is my
ferret!” story earlier? That was change brought about by an emergency.
The other way change happens is called Urgency. Urgency is change
that is driven from the inside. It’s the conscious choice to observe our
worldview (and actually recognize it as a worldview), and consider that
there are other ways of thinking, being, and doing.

HOW DOES
CHANGE HAPPEN?
HERE IS HOW...

Circling back to another earlier story, when Brian Baldock at Guinness
decided to hire me, Guinness was riding high on years of significant
growth. Everyone was saying things at Guinness were so great, but
Brian said, “Thanks but... There’s more”. This is a phenomenal example
of urgency.
Emergency is something outside you saying that you have to change.
Urgency is a self-generated transformation. You are the intervention.
You create the pressure for yourself, rather than waiting on the world to
tell you what to do.
This is exactly what happened with BlackBerry. They dug their heels
in and devoted their business to the email phone (no urgency), until
the market said clearly that it was more interested in smartphone.
Blackberry waited for something on the outside to say, “Time to
change!” instead of prompting their own evolution.
What are the assumptions of your current business plan?
What is the worldview your plans are built on?
If your answers aren’t powerfully moving you toward the future you’re
committed to, you have an alternative. It’s called Urgency.
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CHECK OUT THIS TALK BY JOHN HERDMAN, COACH OF THE

TO QUOTE FROM WHITMAN

CANADIAN WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM, “LIVE THE ANTHEM.”
O ME! O LIFE!
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=YO57_NX0WEQ

OF THE QUESTIONS OF THESE RECURRING,
OF THE ENDLESS TRAINS OF THE FAITHLESS,

HE DESCRIBES COMING FROM COACHING SOCCER IN NEW

OF CITIES FILLED WITH THE FOOLISH,

ZEALAND TO CANADA AS AN “OH SHIT” MOMENT. HE THEN

WHAT GOOD AMID THESE,

ASKS US, “HOW MANY OH SHIT MOMENTS HAVE WE HAD

O ME, O LIFE?

LATELY?”

ANSWER.
THAT YOU ARE HERE - THAT LIFE EXISTS,

CHANGING THE CIRCUMSTANCES MAKES FOR AN

THAT THE POWERFUL PLAY GOES ON,

EMERGENCY—SOMETHING FROM THE OUTSIDE PRESSING

AND YOU MAY CONTRIBUTE A VERSE.

US TO ACT.

THAT THE POWERFUL PLAY *GOES ON*
AND YOU MAY CONTRIBUTE A VERSE.

HOW CAN WE ACCESS URGENCY?
IT IS SPEAKING THAT ALTERS WHO WE ARE. YOU HAVE
ALREADY DONE THIS BEFORE. IT IS THE SOURCE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT IN YOUR LIFE, EXCEPT YOU EXPLAINED IT TO
YOURSELF AS SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED TO YOU.
YOU CAN SPEAK YOURSELF INTO BEING. YOU CAN CREATE
URGENCY WHEN YOU MAKE A COMMITMENT AND ACT ON IT.

WHAT WILL YOUR VERSE BE?
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After several days of working together at an engineering firm in
Houston, one of the managers and I went out for dinner. After the meal
he asked me, “So, do you have any coaching for me?” I said “I think
it’d be good if you took the stick out of your ass.” He laughed and said,
“Yeah, I guess you’re right.”
I can tell people the hard truths about their business, their leadership
style, their management choices, and if I convey that information
without blame or judgement, they can hear it as a contribution. They
can recognize that tough news as information that absolutely supports
their development.

TELL THE TRUTH WITHOUT
BLAME OR JUDGEMENT.
BUT EARN THE RIGHT FIRST.

BUT.
We have to earn the right to say the hard things. Some people are so
open that they can receive the hardest of truths from anyone, at any
time. In my experience, these people are unicorns.
None of the ideas in this book are individual parts that can be
applied on their own. Our world conditions us to value segments
and compartments, but transformation doesn’t work that way.
Transformation happens at once, and continually. It’s all connected, all
the time.
So bouncing into the next team meeting and ‘telling the truth without
blame or judgement’ could still fail if context is missing (on the front
and the back end) which makes it safe to offer that kind of frank
communication.
In the example above, I had a strong relationship in place with this guy.
We’d established a context of compassion and good intentions.
When you’ve got hard truths to tell (and every organization does),
removing the blame and judgement makes it possible for those tough
statements to be well received. But it’snot as simple as throwing out a
few bold statements. It’s about the daily engagement and access that
makes it possible for those words to be heard as contributions and not
as battle axes.
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FIRST OF ALL, WHAT IS THE TRUTH
THAT YOU THINK SHOULD BE TOLD?
PUT IT THROUGH THE DICER AND
SLICER AND REMOVE ANY HINTS
OF “I KNOW, YOU DON’T’” “I NEED
TO DOMINATE YOU,” OR “I HAVEN’T
THOUGHT THIS THROUGH.”

ADD A BIT OF “HOW CAN I SAY THIS
AS A CONTRIBUTION?” AND “I NEED
TO HAVE A LONG RELATIONSHIP WITH
THIS PERSON.” SHAKE IT TOGETHER
WITH “MAKING IT FUN.”
NOW GO FOR IT.
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Every living species has a set of instructions, algorithms, rules.
This is its DNA.
And whenever a species has gone extinct, many factors are used to
explain the change: cataclysmic weather changes, food source issues,
etc.The ultimate truth is that a species goes extinct when it can no
longer adapt to changing circumstances.
So what happened? Why weren’t these species capable of changing?
Their genetic coding prevented them from adaptation.

YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR DNA.

Organizations also have DNA, their own set of instructions, rules, and
algorithms that tell everyone in that organization what they can and
cannot do. The great thing - the huge advantage available to you - is
that, unlike animals, organizations are NOT genetically encoded.
The trouble is that most organizations act as if they ARE genetically
encoded.
For example, for decades, Kodak owned the film and pictures business.
Pictures were known as a ‘Kodak moment’. And today? Kodak no longer
exists. Their huge campus in Rochester, NY has been converted into an
industrial park. What’s the fundamental reason for Kodak’s demise?
They believed their DNA was fixed.
The age of digital photography arrived and the world was saying, “Ooh,
look! Here’s the new way people are taking pictures” but Kodak was so
attached to its DNA that it was adamant that people would never fully
go away from film.
Fuji, on the other hand, saw where the technology (and market
demand was going) and made the shift to becoming the home of
digital photography. Fuji understood that their DNA was fluid, and made
adjustments to carry out their vision in a new way. They understood that
longevity requires that you regularly ask yourself this question:
Is our current DNA going to carry us into the future we’re
committed to?
If the answer is no, your next step isn’t to pack up your desk;
it’s to change your DNA.
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IF WE ARE WILLING TO CONSIDER
THAT ORGANIZATIONAL DNA LIVES IN
LANGUAGE, THEN OUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH LANGUAGE TAKES ON A NEW
IMPORTANCE.
WE WANT A RELATIONSHIP WITH
LANGUAGE THAT LEAVES US
POWERFUL IN THE FACE OF
WHATEVER CIRCUMSTANCES
PRESENT THEMSELVES.

We know from our everyday experience that two people can view the
same “reality” very differently. Yet we continue to waste vast amounts
of energy and time arguing that the way we see the world is the way the
world “is!” Can you imagine standing in front of a painting attempting
to convince someone that it is beautiful, that there is absolutely no
question about it? What a waste of time this would be. But watch and
listen to yourself throughout the day. How much of your time are you
spending attempting to convince someone that your view isn’t a view, it
is reality? I like lily tomlin’s definition of reality: an ancient form of crowd
control that got out of hand.
What is required is an understanding that the way we view the world
may not be how it is. Maybe the world we are calling reality is just the
one that we are continuously bringing forth. This view begins to break
down the hard, unchanging circumstances that breed cynicism and
resignation into an ever-changing, malleable world that opens us to
possibility.
The second dimension of language that deepens our understanding
and hence gives us more power to alter our organizational dna is that
conversations are what compose the greatest portion of our work every
day. Rather than seeing it as something we do to get our work done,
language is the work itself.
“Understanding the way words are used and re-used is perhaps the
most vital aspect of management—and certainly more important than
grasping at every new program and buzzword that comes along as if it
were the managerial equivalent to the holy grail.”
“A manager may spend the better part of her day talking to people or
deciding about how to talk about certain actions in her organization,
yet she may nonetheless be unaware of the extent to which language
creates the context for everything she does.”
“Taking our cue from a variety of different writers, we argue that rhetoric
is not the kind of thing one can be for or against—it is simply the way of
the world, the way human beings interact and get things done … from
individual conversations to entire systems of thinking and speaking.”
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We are obsessed with reasonableness.
We compare the reasons to do something against the reasons NOT
to do the thing, and whichever outweighs the other, determines our
decisions. We think that the reasons are what guide us to our choices.
But we are wrong.

STOP
BEING
REASONABLE.

We make choices based on what we’re committed to. Whether
we’re conscious of this is another matter, but it is commitment (and not
reasonableness) that actually drives our choices.
Method is committed to keeping Method weird. Patagonia is committed
to building the best products.
Every choice an organization makes should be run through the filter
of “Does this honor our commitment?” And even if there are a
thousand reasons to say no to that decision, if it aligns with their
commitment, then it’s a valid choice.
You’ll make decisions at work and at home that aren’t necessarily
reasonable. You’ll invest in something that is not the most efficient,
cost-effective, or convenient option, but you do so because that choice
powerfully moves you toward the future you’re committed to.
When this emphasis on commitment instead of reasonableness
becomes an acknowledged priority in an organization, team members
are less likely to pursue the ego-tripping need to be “right” and to have
their idea chosen by the wider group; and instead, more likely to put the
company’s deepest commitments at the forefront.
Commitment leads you forward.
Commitment is the engine of your choices.
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THE FIRST RULE OF COMPETITION IN THE NEW ECONOMY IS
THAT WHOEVER LEARNS FASTEST WINS.

WE HAVE 400 YEARS OF SCIENCE
CONVINCING US THAT TRUTH IS A
MATTER OF EVIDENCE. IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE THE EVIDENCE, HOW CAN YOU
SAY SOMETHING IS TRUE?
YET WHEN YOU LOOK AT YOUR
OWN ACCOMPLISHMENTS OR THE
DISRUPTIONS THAT ARE HAPPENING
IN THE WORLD, IT IS HARD TO
ATTRIBUTE THEM TO EVIDENCE OR
REASON.

The dynamic side of the feminine principle is play and
playfulness, the main element in the creative process. The
dynamic feminine experience involves messing around, trying
things out, moving randomly and without direction, being open
to what might come up, letting events affect one, responding
to the unexpected. It leads to a new combination of life’s
elements, each combination being valued as it arises simply
for its existence, not comparatively with other combinations.
The central value of the dynamic feminine principle is eros; the
connection between individuals, the relationships that encircle
our lives.
This side of the masculine principle values initiative and action
directed towards a goal. Here we have the story of the hero
with his drive to conquer and to become a differentiated
individual. From this place the individual seeks objective
analysis, linear and rational thought, causes and effects.
Progress is the central goal, and when the masculine attitude
has run rampant, untempered by feminine considerations,
progress’s partner, technology, may be deified.
-From psychotherapy grounded in the feminine principle by
Barbara Sullivan

GET IT? PLAY, MESS AROUND, TRY THINGS OUT, MOVE
RANDOMLY, BE OPEN TO WHAT MIGHT COME UP.
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After lunch at the Boiling Pot near New Orleans, I drove out to a xx
manufacturing plant in New Iberia, Louisiana. The meeting took place in
a stuffy trailer-turned-office. It was me, an executive from Houston, and a
dozen plant workers.
The workers walked into the room, avoiding eye contact, sat in the plastic
folding chairs and crossed their arms. They wore steel toe boots, baseball
hats and well-worn Levi’s. Each guy had on wraparound sunglasses and no
one took them off.
This plant had major production challenges. Management was considering
shutting it down. Everyone in the room knew it. But instead of diving into
the ‘problems’ and offering bold ideas for how to solve them, I began by
telling them who they were, for me.
These men had spent 10 - 40 years at the same plant and every 6 months,
they’d been put through yet another ‘corporate initiative’. They’d spent the
better part of their careers in a meat grinder that repeatedly told them how
wrong and flawed and unsatisfactory they were.

WHO YOU ARE
FOR ME.

I begin all my engagements with people saying to them that they were
already successful, dedicated, committed, accomplished, and intelligent.
(They were pretty skeptical of the hippie-looking dude talking to them, so I
had to repeat this a few times.)
Every single person on your team is also committed, dedicated, open,
engaged, successful, accomplished human beings.
The work that happens in our companies is built on top of the
foundation of people’s wholeness. If we don’t draw attention to, and
celebrate their wholeness, we are just the next consultant, the next boss,
the next co-worker invalidating who they are.
Our job as leaders is to invite teams to consider that something “more”
is possible on top of the already strong foundation of their success and
accomplishment. We are not building great things on top of crappy substructures. Greatness on top of greatness.
2 days after my first meeting with the New Iberia plant workers, the sunglasses
came off. Each man in the room was volunteering how he was going to
contribute to the business’ transformation. There were even some hugs.
And I believe this shift had everything to do with a transition in focus: shifting
from their wrongness to their inherent wholeness, and the possibilities that
lay ahead.
Human beings are fundamentally whole. (And apparently forgetful, as
we all need to be continually reminded of this truth.)
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THIS IS A DIFFICULT ONE. REFLECT ON
THE WAYS YOU CURRENTLY THINK
ABOUT THE PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE:
YOUR COLLEAGUES, YOUR EMPLOYEES,
YOUR BOSS, YOUR CHILDREN, AND
YOUR SPOUSE. WHO ARE THEY FOR
YOU?
ARE THEY COMMITTED, DEDICATED,
INTELLIGENT, OPEN, ENGAGED,
CONNECTED HUMAN BEINGS?
IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH THEM?
OR IS SOMETHING RIGHT WITH THEM?
WHO ARE THEY FOR YOU?

DO SOME RESEARCH AND ADOPT
THE PERSPECTIVE THAT THEY
ARE COMMITTED, DEDICATED,
INTELLIGENT, OPEN, ENGAGED,
CONNECTED HUMAN BEINGS. HAVE
CONVERSATIONS WITH THEM FROM
THIS VIEWPOINT.
WHAT HAPPENS?
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Everyone has a ‘thing.’ Their thing is a story they tell themselves to
justify why they can’t do something. Maybe your thing is:
I’m shy, so I shouldn’t be on the sales team.
I’m too blunt, which is why my colleagues don’t like me.
I’m fat, so my athletic boss will never respect me.
You’re the victim of your “thing,” until you realize this:
Your “thing” is not something you ARE. It’s something
you (currently) HAVE.

YOU ARE NOT
___________.
YOU HAVE
___________.

This is one of the most common and powerful growth points I observe
while coaching clients: recognizing that they can “have” their concerns,
worries or opinions, but they don’t have to BE them.
A common conversation I have around this topic happens with
executives who have taken on big commitments. As we’re exploring
the gap between what they’re currently accomplishing and what
they’ve committed to achieve, sometimes a client will drop his guard
and confess, “I don’t see how we can do this.” True vulnerability.
Our culture has trained us to believe that at that point, a good coach
would think with the following:
Of course you can! I believe in you! This is totally possible!
Except, I don’t say that.
Instead, I say, “Hmmm. I see. You don’t think it can be done”. Some
people will hear that and get it right away. Others come around to it
after a few more minutes of conversation. My response shows them
that they have built up an entire narrative about why it can’t be done.
And it is just that - a narrative. It’s a dialogue running on loop in their
minds. It’s not real. It’s not who they actually are.
When you become aware of your internal dialogue, you become
present. And when you are present, you act consistent with what is
actually happening; reality - not the dialogue scrolling through your
brain. And when you face your big commitments (and the inevitable
challenges that will arise) with true presence, you are effective.
Incredibly effective.
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BANG! BANG! BANG!
YOU CAN THINK.
YOU HAVE THOUGHTS.
THIS WILL MAKE YOU SANE.
YOU, WE, I HAVE STORIES OF
OURSELVES; WE CALL THEM ME, I, YOU.

NOW MAKE A COMMITMENT THAT
YOUR STORY CANNOT ACCOMPLISH.
NOW ACT CONSISTENTLY WITH YOUR
COMMITMENT.
PRETTY SOON YOUR COMMITMENT
WILL BE YOU.

LET YOURSELF KNOW IT IS A
WONDERFUL STORY.
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One of the worst ideas in the history of team work is that we should
strive for consensus.
Endlessly seeking agreement stalls progress. It is a losing proposition.
We don’t need to agree.

QUESTION:

WHAT WEAKENS TEAMS?
ANSWER:

CONSENSUS.

We need to be aligned.
Commitment, not agreement, is the ideal.
A relentless obsession with agreement usually means that by the time
you’ve agreed with each other, you’ve so watered down what you were
originally committed to, that’s it no longer worth pursuing.
We can disagree on the best way forward, and still decide that we
will all commit to a chosen path and hit the ground running in that
direction. Our cultural DNA can support us in seeing our commitment
as immensely more important than whether or not we achieved
agreement.
And once we are all committed to the same thing, progress is inevitable.
For example, I was working with a yoga clothing company in Vancouver,
that had just received a major surge of orders, which was straining their
logistics team. Several members of the team suggested moving to a
new warehouse in order to accommodate the influx of orders. The head
of the team said no: “Our tech isn’t up to speed. We don’t have the right
personnel for that. The rush is going to lead to mistakes”. She refused to
agree with the new warehouse plan.
We had a conversation for alignment that ended with her recognizing
that she could still have her worries and concerns (and become
resourceful to address those concerns), while being committed to
moving into a new warehouse.
Even if we see potential roadblocks coming, and even if we think our idea
is ‘better,’ we can choose to prioritize progress and a shared commitment
(versus agreement), or playing the ‘whose idea is the best?’ game.
Commitment keeps us moving forward. Agreement-seeking is a
losing battle. Don’t waste your energy fighting it. Instead, focus on
commitment.
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WATCH THIS SCENE IN THE MOVIE
MONEYBALL:

NOW PUT ON YOUR BRAD PITT
MASK AND START ASKING,
“WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWgyy_rlmag
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Facebook does it.
The magazine racks at grocery store checkouts do it.
The Authoritarian model of leadership (which still dominates most
organizations) does it.

WHAT ARE THEY BEING FED?

The world functions (mostly) as an invalidation machine. This machine
perpetuates the idea that we’re not all right the way we are. We’re not
rich enough, beautiful enough, thin enough, popular enough, powerful
enough, knowledgeable enough.
Simply put, this invalidation machine tells us that we’re not good
enough as we are, and the devastating truth is that we believe it.
When we have the responsibility to engage, manage, or lead people in
any way, our first priority shaould have nothing to do with scheduling
meetings or reviewing progress reports. Our first priority is to
recognize the myths being fed every day to the people who were
leading.
Their foundation of rightness is being clouded over by the myth of
inadequacy. In your next meeting, or conference call, consider that
most of the people there (if not everyone) is carrying a heavy weight of
self-invalidation. This is how human beings work.
Our contribution (to that individual, to the wider culture and certainly
to our company) starts with using our leadership position to begin
dismantling the invalidation machine.
By creating ample opportunities for, and celebrating, each person’s
inventiveness,creativity and potential, we give them permission to see
and contribute their full selves.
The true source of performance is a human being who has access to
their full self; a person who knows themselves as valid, useful, and an
appreciated contribution.
Let’s remember what people are being fed elsewhere.
Let’s put different options on our menu.
Let’s feed them better.
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OUR CONTRIBUTION (TO AN INDIVIDUAL,
TO THE WIDER CULTURE, AND CERTAINLY
TO OUR COMPANY) STARTS WITH USING
OUR LEADERSHIP POSITION TO BEGIN
DISMANTLING THE INVALIDATION
MACHINE.
BY GENERATING AMPLE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR, AND CELEBRATING, EACH PERSON’S
INVENTIVENESS, CREATIVITY, AND
POTENTIAL, WE GIVE THEM PERMISSION
TO SEE AND CONTRIBUTE THEIR FULL
SELVES.

THE TRUE SOURCE OF PERFORMANCE
IS A HUMAN BEING WHO HAS ACCESS
TO HIS OR HER FULL SELF—A PERSON
WHO KNOWS HE OR SHE IS VALID,
USEFUL, AND APPRECIATED.
LET’S REMEMBER WHAT PEOPLE ARE
BEING FED ELSEWHERE. LET’S PUT
DIFFERENT OPTIONS ON OUR MENU.
LET’S FEED THEM BETTER.
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There’s a Salish First Nation saying that a wise man was asked if he
was worried about the world we were leaving for our children. He
replied that it’s not about the world we’re leaving for our children - it’s
about the children we’re leaving for our world.

AND IN CONCLUSION,...

WHERE ARE YOU STANDING?

With Bickson2, we’re living this possibility.
Sure, we want work to be fun and rewarding, but we are clear that we
want our work to make a contribution to future generations. We want to
leave people and the planet in better shape than we found it. That’s why
we do what we do.
It doesn’t matter what your company does, how you make money now
or how you plan to make it tomorrow. It doesn’t matter whether you
have an open floor plan or dozens of private offices. It doesn’t matter
if the coffee in the kitchen is Folgers or some fancy schmancy organic
Peruvian blend.
What matters is the conversations that take place over those cups of
coffee. What matters is the conversations that happen across those
desks. Your conversations create the DNA that either catapults you
forward or, in the worst case scenario, leads to extinction.
Joe and I are honored to partner with world class leaders who are in the
business of tending to their organization’s DNA, so that the children and
the planet we leave behind are better off because of our time here.
That’s the contribution we stand for.
That’s the vision we’re committed to.
Where are you standing?
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GIVE YOURSELF SOME TIME. TAKE OUT
YOUR FAVOURITE CREATIVE TOOLS—
MINE ARE A CAPPUCCINO, AN
APRICOT COOKIE, AND A BLANK PAD
AND PENCIL OR PEN, EVEN THOUGH I
AM GETTING PULLED INTO HAVING IT
HAPPEN ON MY LAPTOP.

WHERE ARE YOU STANDING?
THANK YOURSELF FOR CONSIDERING
THESE IDEAS ... FOR KNOWING
YOU CAN IMAGINE, CREATE, AND
CONTRIBUTE.
I THANK YOU.
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is a true co-collaborator, bringing conversations and ideas to life. Thank you.
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None of us know the true joy of our lives until we are willing to step-out
and see what is possible. Yet life, our lives, our world continues to send
potent messages saying: “Look out”, “Don’t go there”, “Be careful”,
“They will never understand”, “You know better”. Little by little these
messages seep into our lives, our businesses. Until soon, what’s left is
simply that ‘What’s left!’.
We invite you to remember what it is to be whole again. To return your
voice to where it belongs. Your voice. Shouting out to the world and to
yourself all that can happen. From all you can be.
This is a book of stories that I have experienced through my 30 years
of consulting with corporations, institutions, non-profit organizations
and individuals. Stories that I hope allow you access, an opening, a
possibility that allow your courage, your persistence, your compassion,
your intelligence and your resilience to soar to its greatest heights
knowing you may have to plumb your deepest depths to find it. You can
do this. These are not my stories. These are our stories said through my
life to share with you.
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